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Can you recognize the real culprit in this painting, the one responsible for original sin against God? I’ll give you a hint, it’s not the snake or humans.
I’m not sure any organism, if capable of pondering the question, could give an adequate reason for staying alive. It’s never a choice, being alive, but is simply the tail-end of a long autocatalytic, self-organizing process. This question is only entertained occasionally in the human mind and the
typical answer might include the recall of rewarding dopamine-intensive activities that somehow make life worth living. Most animals get along fine without any reason for existence, they’re simply prewired to behave in such a way that results in another life cycle, no questions asked. Humans are
mostly like that too, although they sometimes wonder about the purpose of life as if it is a tool that needs to be applied to a substrate, and indeed it is. The entire human brain and psyche is a homeostasis enabler. Behaviors and activities that enhance personal and/or multi-generational homeostasis
are the brain’s reason d’etre. Overall, maintaining homeostasis is the process of maintaining “comfort” and distance from any dangers or threats that could result in equilibrium with the environment. Moving from cold to warm, hot to cool, enough food, enough shelter, enough sex, children
thriving, a large savings that can be converted into “homeostasis” when necessary.
It’s all automatic, let comfort and safety be your guide. But there is and always has been an intense competition for the energy and resource means to “comfort”. Humans hoard resources and wealth as a means to insure continued homeostasis and to allay their insecurity. One current strategy is in
accumulating shares in a technological system that seems to deliver cornucopia-like comfort but with each passing day it consumes a little more of its irreplaceable elixir of life – fossil fuels. Recently most members of society have found it difficult or impossible to achieve their comfort goals. It
has become impossible due to wages inadequate to maintain the dissipative needs of a vehicle, home and ones’ own body after contributing taxes and interest to the maintenance of dissipative structures like government in its many manifestations, the financial system and the education and
medical systems. In other words, most citizens of the world are being pushed farther and farther out of their comfort zones (if they ever had one) towards equilibrium (insolvency, starvation and death) and they’ve begun to protest. Having a long string of dopamine wins, like trips to Disney World,
is no longer the issue. The issue is simply continued existence. The vacations and consumption that provided the dopamine hits and memories of yesterday are replaced with the less costly numbing agents of alcohol and heroine as life becomes an exercise in hanging-on to a bleak and hopeless
future with regular beatings provided by more powerful entities that demand their tithes.
Unfortunately the infrastructure of the existing technological metabolism (homes and businesses separated and accessible only by car), is perfect for rapidly eliminating the fossil fuel gradient, and is thermodynamically sanctioned, but does not lend itself to a “Plan B” that uses significantly less
energy. Moving large masses (cars/people/resources) around the metabolic circuit (flow) will simply cease in many instances as the energy budget is cut.
“We are swimming upstream against a great torrent of disorganization, which tends to reduce everything to the heat death of equilibrium and sameness described in the second law of thermodynamics. What Maxwell, Bolzmann and Gibbs meant by this heat death in physics has a
counterpart in the ethic of Kierkegaard, who pointed out that we live in a chaotic moral universe. In this, our main obligation is to establish arbitrary enclaves of order and system. These enclaves will not remain there indefinitely by any momentum of their own after we have once
established them … We are not fighting for a definitive victory in the indefinite future. It is the greatest possible victory to be, to continue to be, and to have been .. . This is no defeatism, it is rather a sense of tragedy in a world in which necessity is represented by an inevitable
disappearance of differentiation. The declaration of our own nature and the attempt to build an enclave of organization in the face of nature’s overwhelming tendency to disorder is an insolence against the gods and the iron necessity that they impose. Here lies tragedy, but here lies
glory too.” – Norbert Wiener – The Human Use of Human Beings
In other words it’s the plant’s fault (that we be). Humans in their present form are here to undo what the plants have done. The earth intercepts a tiny fraction of the sun’s energy which is meant for the great void of space and the plants use the energy to convert carbon dioxide and water into
glucose and oxygen. Glucose is the food for the ATP energy system and keeps the plant metabolism humming. Plant-eating animals evolved to consume the plants and burn them with oxygen to once again release carbon dioxide, water and heat which is released back into space, the same place the
sunshine should have gone in the first place. Humans can either eat the plants directly or they can eat the animals that eat plants. Did plants commit the original sin? Not likely. Chemotrophic sinners existed before the plants and used other gradients (sub-sea vents?) to temporarily thwart the
natural order. So what is the purpose of life? To eat the plants and the assorted animals that also eat the plants. Anything else is extra and indeed we have extra in the form of fossil fuels. We’ve also found a way (civilization/technology) to burn plant tissues sequestered millions of years ago –
fossil fuels. Of course we do this at our own peril as carbon dioxide builds in the atmosphere and oceans.
The original sinner (or similar chemotrophic metabolism).
The Universe doesn’t really want us around but uses us to undo what the plants have done. And we’ve found so many things to do to get rid of plants and fossil fuels. Just look around at the kaleidoscope of wonders the humans have made. We even take over plant territory and grow our own
edible plants to satisfy the human RNA that are busy using their technological tools to excavate old plant remains to burn. We even use old plant remains to fertilize new edible plant growth as we burn-up the Amazon Rainforest. We also use edible plants(ethanol) to feed our cars. It’s incredible,
this frenzy of activity. But what to do when all of the old sequestered plant material is nothing more than heat on its way to a distant galaxy and the soils are depleted and ecosystem wrecked? We will no longer have a purpose for living but rather a reason to die.
And in additional news:
I’ve posted a link to Francois Roddier’s paper, “The Thermodynamics of Evolution: An Essay of Thermo-Bio-Sociology” previously and it’s well worth reading several times.
https://www.francois-roddier.fr/blog_en/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Thermodynamics_of_evolution.pdf
Here are a few interesting passages:
“ The chemist Frederick Soddy (36) seems to have been the ﬁrst to link the laws of thermodynamics with economy. In his book ” Wealth, Virtual Wealth and Debt, “written in 1926, he explains that money is only a virtual wealth. True wealth is the daily amount of energy which is
available to us, that is the power one can dissipate. He proposes to get rid of the gold standard and to link money to energy dissipation by calculating an index of consumer prices. He explains that as long as investments are proﬁtable, energy dissipation increases and society becomes
richer. When they cease to be proﬁtable, society becomes endebted. This is how Soddy predicted the crisis of 1929.”
And indeed the gold standard was eliminated and money was linked to energy dissipation (oil) allowing unfettered growth and debt creation into the future – until now. Investments have ceased to be profitable and society is certainly becoming more and more indebted. The anchor of the gold
standard was eliminated so we could hit the wall of limits at full speed in a car stuffed with debt instruments. What year should we consider for our collapse? Not until everyone is sucked into the illusion of continued profitability and those in the know having left the stage, then the trapdoor will
be sprung.
Roddier sums-up organic – technological analogs as follows:
• DNA : culture. All the information stored in books and transmitted through generations.
• RNA : knowledge. Cultural information stored in brains (42).
• Messenger RNA : General education. Knowledge transmitted through education.
• Ribosomal RNA : Know-how. Allows to apply knowledge to speciﬁc needs.
• Transfer RNA : Technical instruction. Transmission of know-how.
• Hormone: Media. Information disseminated to the whole society.
• Enzyme: Invested money. It catalyzes production. Like any catalyst, it is given back to the lender at the end of the contract. An autocatalytic structure generates its own funding.
• ATP: standard currency. Biologists themselves compare ATP to a currency. In each cell ATP is generated by mitochondria who play the role of banks.”
I think the above points are basically correct. My blog has only expounded upon a few of them, especially how humans from the ecological system were transformed into the new RNA of the technological system.
“It is unrealistic to try to predict exactly what will happen. What is clear, is that major crises will affect the whole mankind. Because they are the most developed, the United States and Europe will be the ﬁrst to be affected. The more advanced is their economy, the more rapidly other
countries will be affected. Still asleep and little aware of the realities, the global brain of mankind will inevitably go through a period of nightmares. The depletion of our mineral and oil resources imply that it will be increasingly difﬁcult to maintain the complex structures of our
societies. The ruling classes will do anything they can to maintain their standard of living. In many countries, an increasingly restricted number of ever richer people will monopolize all power, impoverishing the population. Social upheaval will multiply. They will be repressed by ever
less democratic, possibly totalitarian governments. The heads of State will be increasingly discredited. Countries that are rich, or in the way towards enrichment, will help each other and form coalitions, creating multiple conﬂicts. New wars as short as they may be devastating may
arise. On the one hand, U.S. and the European Union talk about forming an atlantic alliance. On the other hand, Brazil, Russia, India, China and even South Africa (BRICS) are planning joint agreements. Will both sides come into conﬂict? Assuming wars are avoided, a plausible
scenario could be the following. Let us assume that an atlantic alliance is formed. Faced with a stagnant economy and an increasing debt, the alliance decides to adopt a single currency, the Euro-dollar. After a brief respite, given the absence of any other measure, the situation
continues to deteriorate. Some States of the alliance then decide to resume independence, causing a series of scissions both in Europe and in the USA. A return to protectionism reduces air and road trafﬁc, even faster as the cost of oil continues to increase. Automotive and aerospace
industries go bankrupt. The economy is in freefall. It is the collapse. Being economically dependent of the alliance, the BRICS countries, including China are, in turn, in trouble. The Heads of State meet. Liberal economy is questioned. A single world organization is given the
responsability for creating and controlling money. It attempts to solve a crisis that has become global.
Two opposite tendencies come into conﬂict: the globalization of the economy with the creation of a single world currency and its regionalization with the creation of regional currencies. From a global economy, one return to a multitude of local economies, each seeking its
independence. One recognize here the characteristic of collapse processes. Large structures are replaced by small ones: large trees are replaced by low vegetation, dinosaurs by small mammals. This is the melting phase of the simulated annealing algorithm that is looking for a new
optimum that will dissipate energy, still more efﬁciently.”
Francois Roddier
It seems the attempt at superorganism status has already failed with Brexit and the permanent interruption of the trade occurring between China and the United States (it will be permanent because there won’t be enough energy to feed it). It remains to be seen how much energy there will be for
dissipation in the future as things begin to unravel. It seems likely that personal vehicles will be cut-off from fuel first and this will make many of the technological cells obsolete (too isolated to make adequate metabolic connections). It will likely be a problem maintaining enough cells (homes) as
dissipators to justify economically the large centralized utilities that depend upon economies of scale to operate. Many humans will eventually be cut-off from the energy they need to maintain their own bodies and they will starve to death or at least undergo a substantial trimming. Maintaining
homeostasis by whatever means possible will be a full time job. You’ve probably heard that there’s plenty of food for everyone but the only reason some people are hungry is because of a distribution problem. The distribution problem will get worse.
Will it end with a bang or will we simply run out of fuel on a lonely stretch of track.
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Apneaman said:
December 2, 2019 at 1:09 pm
Thanks for both essays.
“Will it end with a bang or will we simply run out of fuel on a lonely stretch of track.”
The final question, how exactly will the endtimes end?
Who can say for certain, but the decline of the 3 E’s appears to be accelerating.
Here’s a sampling of some recent oil on goings.
What’s Wrong With the Oil Industry Nowadays? Too Many Claims of Victory are Starting to Sound Suspicious
https://cassandralegacy.blogspot.com/2019/12/whats-wrong-with-oil-industry-nowadays.html
…
Sunday, July 08, 2012 – How changing the definition of oil has deceived both policymakers and the public
But first, an important question. Why do government and industry officials, oil analysts, and energy reporters equate total liquids and total oil supply? They claim that these other liquids are essentially interchangeable with oil. (I will discuss some of the not-so-savory motives behind this
claim later.) In a recent report the U.S. Energy Information Administration put it this way: “The term ‘liquid fuels’ encompasses petroleum and petroleum products and close substitutes, including crude oil, lease condensate, natural gas plant liquids, biofuels, coal-to-liquids, gas-to-liquids,
and refinery processing gains.” Let’s see why the “close substitutes” assumption is demonstrably false when it comes to most natural gas plant liquids and decidedly disingenuous when it comes to biofuels.
https://resourceinsights.blogspot.com/2012/07/how-changing-definition-of-oil-has.html
…..
It’s called moving the goal posts. Own a BIC lighter? Congratulations, the butane in it qualifies as “crude oil” since they changed the definition of “crude oil” about 15 years ago – total coincidence that it happened right when the shale boom was getting started.
BTW, how is that shale boom doing?
…
This U.S. Shale Giant Is On The Brink Of Collapse
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/This-US-Shale-Giant-Is-On-The-Brink-Of-Collapse.html
…
TROUBLE AT MIGHTY EXXONMOBIL: Record Number Of Shale Wells While Permian Oil Production Remains Flat
https://thedailycoin.org/2019/11/06/trouble-at-mighty-exxonmobil-record-number-of-shale-wells-while-permian-oil-production-remains-flat/
..
Small U.S. oil and gas companies get cold shoulder from large banks
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-oil-lending/small-oil-and-gas-companies-get-cold-shoulder-from-large-banks-idUSKBN1X70BF
…
The U.S. Shale Industry Hit A Brick Wall In 2019
https://srsroccoreport.com/the-u-s-shale-industry-hit-a-brick-wall-in-2019/
…
No worries kids it’s nothing another massive round of QE & new line up of sucker investors can’t fix. Anything so we can kick the can a few more years.
Reply
james said:
December 2, 2019 at 2:15 pm
What we are, what we’re doing and where we’re going seems pretty clear. We’ll get there as fast as we can.
Reply

2.

Apneaman said:
December 2, 2019 at 1:22 pm
I’ve linked to this site before.
Hmolpedia an encyclopedia of human thermodynamics, Human Chemistry and Human Physics.
http://www.eoht.info
Just this morning, I stumbled across a sub-reddit for the site.
https://www.reddit.com/r/Hmolpedia/
Reply

3.

Rob Mielcarski said:
December 2, 2019 at 3:23 pm
Thanks James for the excellent essay and Apneaman for the interesting links.
Does anyone here have any insight into why intelligent discussion on peak oil, such as used to occur on the The Oil Drum, has mostly stopped?
Is it that everything that could be said has already been said and aware people have retreated to their bunkers? Or is it that shale oil has proven the pessimists wrong? Or something else?
I find the quiet very odd. Perhaps it’s just more evidence of genetic denial?
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 2, 2019 at 4:43 pm
Perhaps it’s evidence that the peak oil writers understand the MPP and/or have come to the same conclusion as Varki?
If one agreed with Varki & was convinced of the primacy of the MPP it would be pointless providing the masses with any information since the end game is already written.
Reply
Bev said:
December 2, 2019 at 8:39 pm
Rob, ask yourself why you’ve largely stopped writing and also left Facebook. Bunkers anyone?
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 2, 2019 at 11:29 pm
Apneaman, I doubt Varki is the reason (still a fringe idea) but accepting nothing will change is probably common.
Good point Bev. I’ve been busy learning how to cook peasant foods and stocking up on rice and beans. Literally.
I created a new awesome one pot Dal recipe, in case anyone is interested.
I left Facebook because it was an unhealthy addictive time sink, and because a friend pointed out I was a hypocrite for criticizing high carbon lifestyles while using the Facebook infrastructure.
Reply
Tom said:
December 3, 2019 at 9:59 am
Might be worth an hour of your time to watch this interview posted by Ron Patterson over on Peakoilbarrel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhc6vyxVsDs
That guy has analyzed the data and thinks the US tight oil boom is winding down. We’ll find out in six months. This will cause the system to flip back into scarcity mode like it did leading up to the last crisis. How the dissipatives will manage it this time remains to be seen. He thinks
the peak oilers have gone silent because they don’t want to be seen as fools again.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 4, 2019 at 6:34 pm
Thanks I watched it. He thinks everything will be fine in the end because the transition to renewable energy is causing peak oil demand. A remarkably common meme with zero evidence or physics to back it up.
Reply
Slow Paul said:
December 5, 2019 at 5:22 pm
The discussion is still going strong, but it has split/polarized in to several camps/sites/echo chambers:
– deterministic doomer losers
– renewable energy/technology fanatics
– ecological/sustainability nuts
– economical/political weirdoes
But overall I tend to agree. Most of the potential doomer individuals have probably explored our predicament already and come to some sort of acceptance or contentment with the situation. People still come around though to watch the story unfold.
Reply

4.

dolph said:
December 3, 2019 at 12:01 am
The system was producing surplus people a long time ago. How many are there today? 2, 3, 4 billion? Nobody knows.
But here’s an interesting way to think about it, I’ll leave the math to another post.
-most people above 65 are surplus. Not the rich and healthy, of course, but poor and unhealthy retirees aren’t really needed and whatever wealth they have will be processed through the healthcare system
-burnt out diseased, particularly men, in midlife – already in America this surplus is being reduced by drugs and suicides, they will never make it to the above category
-those without functioning bodies/intelligence to insert themselves into a technological role somewhere
-massive overbirths in the developing world, Latin America/Africa/Middle East/South Asia
The system just doesn’t need these people and never did. The only question one can ask today is: does the system need me? If the answer is yes, you will continue going. If not, you are going to go. It’s pretty simple.
Reply
james said:
December 3, 2019 at 8:48 am
But weren’t the poor ones used in the cells to make the rich ones wealthy? Evidently the rich and the poor are of different tribes and therefore the poor should unite and refuse to make any debt payments some month and crash the system that has been set-up to enslave them. I suppose
it’s going to crash anyhow as everyone struggles to maintain homeostasis and maximize the buffer between themselves and equilibrium. The system only needs dissipative structures as long as there is a gradient to reduce. The doctors are maximizing energy/resource flow through their
cells/hospitals/clinics with more and more complex treatments to maintain their take. Everyone is trying to get more and avoid the pain of not having enough and avoiding equilibrium/death like you might expect a dissipative structure to do.
Reply

5.

Arthur Noll said:
December 3, 2019 at 6:48 am
Yes, up to the idea of plants being involved with original sin. Self organization isn’t somehow unnatural, the laws of physics aren’t in some sort of fight with each other to have self organization happen. If you start with a system of entities that have a lot of energy and the energy dissipates to
lower energy areas outside to reach equilibrium, second law of thermodynamics, then you reach a point where attractive forces between entities can have them forming orbits with each other, orbits of gravity, or electromagnetic forces, or the strong or weak nuclear forces. Where before the
entities were all largely going their own way, too much energy to stay together, and there was chaos, with less energy they have hooked up with each other, and it is more orderly. Each entity before, had a set of ways of being, but when two or more entities combine and start acting together,
those two sets of ways of being become one set. Fewer ways of being is greater order. Greater order as energy dissipates, is completely natural when the entities involved have attraction for each other. With the models used to derive Boltzmann’s equation, the systems chosen have entities
that don’t have much attraction to each other, like mixing gases. But even there, if mixing gases lose enough energy, they will often liquefy at different temps and end up separated, reordered, again.
Boltzmann’s equation isn’t a general equation, it works for some situations and doesn’t work for others. But people have taken it to be a general equation, leading to a lot of confusion.
Humans evolved to have an attraction to using non food derived forms of energy to cook food, stay warm, make tools that leveraged muscle energy and then amplified it with more complex machinery. But that attraction ends up self destructive when it leads us to use large fossil deposits of
energy to destroy ecosystems to make more humans. Again too much energy directed at systems, disorders them. But with smaller amounts of energy, they can be ordered, but not moving. Life is dynamic order. Earth is in the “Goldilocks zone”, of the just right amount of energy for life.
Ecosystems function with a combination of animals growing, self ordering, by disordering, eating, the excess reproduction of plants and/or other animals. But one species eating more than the excess reproduction of others disrupts the ecosystem and also ends up as self destructive. What we
have done might kill us all, might not. And sure, even if some survive this, eventually it all ends one way or the other. But in the meantime, it is just as natural to have an attraction to go on living as it is to lose the attraction when living gets too hard and we start coming apart in spite of
efforts to avoid it. Of course, what is too hard for one individual, might not be too hard for another. The fit survive.
Reply
james said:
December 3, 2019 at 8:36 am
As Spinoza might say, there is no sin, but I firmly blame the plants for my own existence. I suppose that all of we dynamic systems or dissipative structures both form gradients and reduce them.
People are awake with varying degrees of consciousness. All of them are busy trying to maintain homeostasis. The degree of success or failure attained insures a range of mental states ranging from severe depression or anger to elation. The passage of energy and resources through
technological cells provides the all-important ingredient for maintaining homeostasis – money exchangeable for energy/resources. This is what people are conscious of and the goal is to pass more and more energy and resources through the cells to derive salary and perhaps capital
gain. It makes people feel good because it enhances homeostasis on a personal level, even though they’re burning through very finite gradients and filling waste sinks to toxic levels. They just keep doing it because it feels good and it’s what their information (DNA) has been
specifying for the last few billion years. It’s great to be rich, it just feels so damned good.
Reply

6.

james said:
December 3, 2019 at 9:30 am
I’m going to add this interview because it might help answer some reader’s questions. Since this interview was done, about seven years ago, all we have produced is Greta Thunberg. Humans are still individually trying to maximize their happiness by minimizing their homeostatic worries
(on the personal system basis) even as the big dissipator (the biosphere and fluid/gas circulations) are becoming more chaotic and much of life is undergoing meltdown if not being consumed directly.
FORMAT interviews Dennis Meadows, author of “The Limits to Growth”, about the shocking position of the planet. 40 years ago, Dennis Meadows presented the best seller “The Limits to Growth”. In it, he predicted, not the exact date of the apocalypse, but the U.S.
researchers showed by means of computational models, that by mid-century, the resources of planet Earth will be depleted.
The book sold 30 million copies and Meadows is now regarded as the most famous “Sunset prophet” of the world. FORMAT’s writer Rainer Himmelfreundpointner met Meadows on a visit to Vienna for an exclusive interview. The message of the nearly 70-year-old is now no
more optimistic as then, and is not for the faint of heart.
FORMAT: Prof. Meadows, according to the Club of Rome, we are currently facing a crisis of unemployment, a food crisis, a global financial and economic crisis and a global ecological crisis. Each of these is a warning sign that something is quite wrong. What exactly?
Meadows: What we meant in 1972 in “The Limits to Growth”, and what is still true, is that there is simply no endless physical growth on a finite planet. Past a certain point, growth ceases. Either we stop it … by changing our behaviour, or the planet will stop it. 40 years later,
we regret to say, we basically have not done anything.
FORMAT: In your 13 scenarios the end of physical growth begins – that is, the increase in world population, its food production, or whatever else they produce or consume – between 2010 and 2050. Is the financial crisis part of that?
Meadows: You cannot compare our current situation that way. Suppose you have cancer, and this cancer causes fever, headaches and other pain. But those are not the real problem, the cancer is. However, we try to treat the symptoms. No one believes that cancer is being
defeated. Phenomena like climate change and hunger are merely the symptoms of a disease of our earth, which leads inevitably to the end of growth.
FORMAT: cancer as a metaphor for uncontrolled growth?
Meadows: Yeah. Healthy cells at a certain point stop growing. Cancer cells proliferate until they kill the organism. Population or economic growth behave exactly the same. There are only two ways to reduce the growth of humanity: reduction in the birth rate or increase the
death rate. Which would you prefer?
FORMAT: No one wants to have to decide.
Meadows: I don’t either. We have lost the opportunity of choice anyway. Our planet will do it.
FORMAT: How?
Meadows: Let’s stay on diet. Do the mathematics, take food per person since the 90s. The production is growing, but the population is growing faster. Behind every calorie of food that comes to the plate, ten calories of fossil fuels or oil are used for its production, transportation,
storage, preparation and disposal. The less oil reserves and fossil fuels, the more the increase in food prices.
FORMAT: So it’s not just a distribution problem?
Meadows: Of course not. If we share it equitably, nobody would starve. But the fact is, it needs fossil fuels such as oil, gas or coal for food production. But those supplies are running low. Whether or not new shale oil and gas reserves are exploited, peak oil and peak gas are past.
This means tremendous pressure on the entire system.
FORMAT: According to your models the population, which in 2050 will be around 9.5 billion people, even with a stagnation of food production for another 30, 40 years.
Meadows: And that means that there will be a lot of very poor people. Considerably more than half of humanity. Today we can not feed a large portion of humanity sufficiently. All the resources that we know of are declining. One can only guess where this will lead. There are
too many “ifs” for the future: If people are smarter, if there is no war, if we make a technological advancement. We are now already at the point where we cannot cope with our problems, how we should do it in 50 years, when they are bigger?
FORMAT: And blame is our way of doing business?
Meadows: Our economic and financial system, we do not just get something. It is a tool that we have developed and that reflects our goals and values. People do not worry about the future, but only about their current problems. That is why we have such a serious debt crisis.
Debt is the opposite of that, worrying about the future. Anyone who takes on debt says: I do not care what happens. And when for many people the future does not matter, they will create an economic and financial system that destroys the future. You can tweak this system as
long as you want. As long as you do not change the values of the people, it will continue. If you give someone a hammer in his hand and he uses it, and it kills his neighbour, it helps nothing to change the hammer. Even if you take away the hammer, it remains a potential killer.
FORMAT: Systems that organise the kind of coexistence of people come and go.
Meadows: But man remains the same. In the U.S., we have a system in which it’s okay that a few are immensely rich and many are damned poor, yes even starve. If we find this acceptable, it does not help to change the system. The dominant values are always the same result.
This value is reflected in climate change enormously. Who cares?
FORMAT: Europe?
Meadows: China, Sweden, Germany, Russia, the United States all have different social systems, but in each country rising CO2 emissions, because the people really don’t care. 2011 was the record. Last year there was more carbon dioxide produced than in all of human history
before. Although all want it to decrease.
FORMAT: What is going wrong?
Meadows: Forget the details. The basic formula for CO2 pollution consists of four elements. First, the number of people on Earth. Multiplied by the capital per person, so how many cars, houses and cows per man, to come to Earth’s standard of living. This in turn multiplied by
a factor of energy use per unit of capital, ie, how much energy it takes to produce cars, build houses and to supply or to feed cows. And finally multiply that by the amount of energy derived from fossil sources.
FORMAT: Approximately 80 to 90 percent.
Meadows: Approximately. If you want the CO2 burden to decline, the overall result of this multiplication must decline. But what do we do? We try to reduce the share of fossil energy as we use more alternative sources like wind and solar. Then we work to make our energy use
more efficient, insulate homes, optimise engines and all that. We work only on the technical aspects, but we neglect the population factor completely and believe that our standard of living is getting better, or at least stays the same. We ignore population and the social elements
in the equation, and focus totally on just trying to solve the problem from the technical side. So we will fail, because growth of population and living standards are much greater than we would save through efficiency and alternative energy. Therefore, the CO2 emissions will
continue to rise. There is no solution to the climate change problem as long as we do not address the social factors that count.
FORMAT: You mean the Earth will take things into its own hands?
Meadows: Disasters are the way to solve all the problems of the planet. Due to climate change, sea levels will rise because the ice caps are melting. Harmful species will spread to areas where they do not meet enough natural enemies. The increase in temperature leads to
massive winds and storms, which in turn affects precipitation. So, more floods, more droughts.
FORMAT: For example?
Meadows: The land which today grows 60 percent of wheat in China will be too dry for agriculture. At the same time it’s going to rain, but in Siberia, and the country will be more fruitful there. So a massive migration from China to Siberia will take place. How many times have
I told people this in my lectures in Russia already. The older people were concerned. But the young elite has merely said: Who cares? I just want to be rich.
FORMAT: What to do?
Meadows: If I only knew. We come into a period that calls for a dramatic change in practically everything. Unfortunately, changing our society or government system is not done quickly. The current system does not work anyway. It did not stop climate change, or prevent the
financial crisis. Governments are trying to solve their problems by printing money, which will almost certainly result in a few years of very high inflation. This is a very dangerous phase. I just know that a person has, whenever he in uncertain times, has the choice between
freedom and order, and chooses order. Order is not necessarily right or justice, but life is reasonably safe, and the trains run on time.
FORMAT: Do you fear an end of democracy?
Meadows: I see two trends. On the one hand, the disruption of states into smaller units, such as regions such as Catalonia, and on the other hand a strong, centralised superpower. Not a state, but a fascist combination of industry, police and military. Maybe there will be in the
future even both. Democracy is indeed a very young socio-political experiment. And it does not currently exist. It produced only crises that it cannot solve. Democracy contributes nothing at the moment to our survival. This system will collapse from within, not because of an
external enemy.
FORMAT: You talk of the “tragedy of the commons”, (Allmendeklemme)
Meadows: This is the basic problem. If in a village everyone grazes his cows on the lush meadow – called in old England “Commons” – the short term benefit goes most to those who choose to have more cows. But if that goes on too long, all the grass dies, and all the cows.
FORMAT: So you have here an agreement, such as the best use of the meadow. That can be democracy at its best.
Meadows: Maybe. But if the democratic system can’t solve this problem on a global level, it will probably try a dictatorship. After all, it’s about issues such as global population controls. We are now 300,000 years on this planet and we have ruled in many different ways. The
most successful and effective was the tribe or clan system, not dictatorships or democracies.
FORMAT: Could a major technological development to save the earth?
Meadows: Yes. [But] Technologies need laws, sales, training, people who work with them – see my above statement. Moreover, technology is just a tool like a hammer or a neoliberal financial system. As long as our values are what they are, we will [try to] develop technologies
that meet them.
FORMAT: All the world currently sees salvation in a sustainable green technology.
Meadows: This is a fantasy. Even if we manage to increase the efficiency of energy use dramatically, use of renewable energies much more, and painful sacrifices to limit our consumption, we have virtually no chance to prolong the life of the current system. Oil production will
be reduced approximately by half in the next 20 years, even with the exploitation of oil sands or shale oil. It just happens too fast. Apart from that you can earn more than non oil with alternative energy. And wind turbines can be operated, with no planes. The World Bank
director (most recently responsible for the global airline industry) has explained to me, the problem of peak oil is not discussed in his institution, it is simply taboo. Whoever will try to anyway, is fired or transferred. After all, Peak Oil destroys the belief in growth. You would
have to change everything.
FORMAT: Especially with airlines the share of fossil fuels is very high.
Meadows: Exactly. And that is why the era of cheap mass transport by air will end soon. This will only be affordable in large empires or countries. With a lot of money you might buy the energy, and cause food shortages. But you can not hide from climate change, which affects
both the poor and the rich.
FORMAT: Do you have solutions to these mega miseries?
Meadows: This would change the nature of man. We are basically now just as programmed as 10,000 years ago. If one of our ancestors could be attacked by a tiger, he also was not worried about the future, but his present survival. My concern is that for genetic reasons we are
just not able to deal with such things as long-term climate change. As long as we do not learn that, there is no way to solve all these problems. There’s nothing we could do. People always say again: We need to save our planet. No, we do not. The planet is going to save itself
already. It always has done. Sometimes it took millions of years, but it happened. We should not be worried about the planet, but about the human species.
Dennis Meadows, 70, shattered the belief in progress on a sustainable basis with his study, commissioned by the Club of Rome, “Limits to Growth” 40 years ago. The economist has been Director of the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a visiting lecturer in the
world and has taught at Dartmouth College and at the University of New Hampshire, where he now teaches.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 3, 2019 at 3:36 pm
Dennis Meadows is a good and wise man.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 4, 2019 at 12:00 am
I try to keep up with his recent appearances. This, from last year, provides the desperately-sought-for hopium injection (we just need to act “soon enough”!!):
(fairly short, 9:28):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFlZPSeyjL8
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 4, 2019 at 6:29 pm
Thanks. I did not see any hopium in that (or previous) presentations by Meadows. He’s always said that the time to act was in the 70’s before we crossed into overshoot.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 4, 2019 at 9:23 pm
Really? From about 8:00 on he shifts the narrative from “we don’t have time” to “we don’t have MUCH time”.
There is a world of difference in those two statements.
He then goes on to say: “‘Soon enough’ is not far in the future.” Same shifting of the goalposts as we have heard from lesser minds.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 5, 2019 at 1:23 am
Maybe you’re right. I’ve watched a lot of his stuff over the years so I think I know what he really thinks and maybe that colored my interpretation.
Reply

7.

Luis Gutierrez said:
December 3, 2019 at 1:44 pm
In the biblical tradition, the “original sinner” is mythically identified as a serpent, and the first and most universal byproduct of the chemical reaction is succinctly described in Genesis 3:16, aka PATRIARCHY. Can I republish this article in my journal?
Reply
james said:
December 3, 2019 at 2:09 pm
The plant took a bite of sunshine and God was very displeased. He said, “Your sin shall give birth to an army of animals that shall bite and chew your flesh forever. And God added, “the chewers of flesh shall chew flesh and they shall chew someone else’s’ flesh and…………….” God
was worn out just imagining all of the flesh chewing and rested on the seventh day. And so it was.
Please republish any part or parts you like. Hope your journal is doing well.
Reply

8.

Steve Kurtz said:
December 3, 2019 at 3:36 pm
James,
We chatted some years ago. Your work continues to be solid IMHO. Luis got to see your post as I reposted it to a couple of lists and to a dozen individuals. Please email me as I lost your contact info. Any interested in small list (24 now) which discusses these issues is welcome to email me
as well.
Steve Kurtz
Amherst MA
kurtzsATncfDOTca
Reply

9.

David Higham said:
December 3, 2019 at 9:02 pm
There is no doubt that the plants are to blame. The question is,why have generations of philosophers avoided
this obvious fact? The culprits are in plain view,but we’re
just so damn kind and forgiving. Next time I have to chainsaw a tree,I’ll be doing it with passion. Probably give
a kick or two as well.
Reply
james said:
December 4, 2019 at 8:18 am
I’m going to cut my grass and then hit it with some Round-up. After that I’ll crucify some crucifers. But they will be reborn and the cycle will continue.
Reply

10.

james said:
December 4, 2019 at 8:32 am
Tired of the red pill and blue pill? The boss not giving you enough free energy (money) to make ends meet? For all of those underpaid human RNA that work for nearly nothing there’s something new:
unicorn 5000
The Unicorn-5000 (replaces Dreamstime-1000)
Take one of these each morning and let the good times roll. Put some soma in your sauce.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75V3H-FXf78
Homeostasis equals happiness.
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2018.02714/full
Reply

11.

james said:
December 4, 2019 at 12:02 pm
I’ve often thought of putting together the most hyper-cancerous cell line on earth. Something with low-cost but highly capable RNA, efficient in energy use with processing machinery that doesn’t waste a thing and in a place where externalities are unimportant. I can just imagine it
expanding across the landscape and adding to the overall homeostatic happiness of the population, but especially my own happiness and that of my shareholders. Then I realized that this is what everyone was already doing, especially the second part, maximizing shareholder happiness.
With the Federal Reserve fighting the limits to growth and backstopping share prices with ledger-demain, there can be no doubt that an infinite increases in wealth and happiness is real this time. Happiness is so intoxicating.
Reply

12.

james said:
December 4, 2019 at 12:11 pm
“The contrived linearity of the past decade is about to give way to non-linear dynamics accelerated by the financial repression of central banks and the corrupt state / cartel-monopoly excesses of Big Pharma (opioid crisis), Big Tech (we’re only evil when it’s profitable, which is all the time),
Big Banks (legalized looting is our game) and pay-to-play politics, where the greediest private-sector sociopaths rent the power of the greediest public-sector sociopaths.” – Charles Hugh Smith
https://www.oftwominds.com/blog.html
Reply

13.

james said:
December 4, 2019 at 12:18 pm
I thought this was a good essay on religion. I would suggest burning your own energy at a negative EROEI to help others and hold hands at church for mutual support.
https://getpocket.com/explore/item/religion-is-about-emotion-regulation-and-it-s-very-good-at-it?utm_source=pocket-newtab
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 4, 2019 at 1:32 pm
Sometimes even Geebus needs sum Soma.
When God Is Not Enough: Religious States Have Highest Rates of Anti-Depressant Use
https://www.alternet.org/2013/02/when-god-not-enough-religious-states-have-highest-rates-anti-depressant-use/
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 4, 2019 at 1:37 pm
Yabut it don’t count as lust if you’re only watching it.
Apparently, People in the Bible Belt Watch The Most Porn, Says New Study
Lord have mercy!
https://www.maxim.com/maxim-man/religious-people-watch-the-most-porn-2017-3
Reply
james said:
December 4, 2019 at 5:26 pm
They must be starving in many ways.
Reply
james said:
December 4, 2019 at 1:59 pm
Religion, anti-depressants, and opioid use are all highest in the lowest income states like Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, Arkansas.
I don’t know what the deal is with Utah.
“In Mormondom, there is a social expectation–particularly among the females–to put on a mask, say ‘Yes’ to everything that comes at her and hide the misery and pain. I call it the ‘Mother of Zion’ syndrome. You are supposed to be perfect because Mrs. Smith across the street
can do it and she has three more kids than you and her hair is always in place. I think the cultural issue is very real. There is the expectation that you should be happy, and if you’re not happy, you’re failing.”
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2002-feb-20-mn-28924-story.html
When your homeostasis/happiness is chronically threatened it’s time to take a happy pill or get some divine intervention.
Reply

14.

Rob Mielcarski said:
December 4, 2019 at 2:18 pm
Another blogger’s going quiet, this time Mac10. The money printers and the billions in denial who cheer them on have won another round. But they will eventually lose the war, and they will be responsible for many more causalities than was necessary.
http://ponziworld.blogspot.com/2019/12/the-end-of-ponzi-world-as-we-know-it.html
Reply
james said:
December 4, 2019 at 5:35 pm
Maybe he’ll come back. This human circus deserves comment and condemnation.
Reply
Peter Jones said:
December 4, 2019 at 5:59 pm
He did say he will be posting on Twitter, if anyone here visits that strange dimension. ( I like it because most everyone I follow thinks like me! 🙂
Reply
Peter Jones said:
December 4, 2019 at 6:02 pm
Mac10@SurburbanDrone
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 4, 2019 at 6:26 pm
I tried twitter for a while. I found it to be mostly noise. Issues worth thinking about are too complex to express in a couple hundred characters. But it’s a great soapbox for morons to yell from.
Reply

15.

Apneaman said:
December 4, 2019 at 4:28 pm
Well well well… I can hang up my hat Gail Z
Were other humans the first victims of the sixth mass extinction?
~ Nick Longrich, University of Bath
“Nine human species walked the Earth 300,000 years ago. Now there is just one.”
“Given how quickly we’re discovering new species, more are likely waiting to be found.
By 10,000 years ago, they were all gone. The disappearance of these other species resembles a mass extinction. But there’s no obvious environmental catastrophe – volcanic eruptions, climate change, asteroid impact – driving it. Instead, the extinctions’ timing suggests they were caused by
the spread of a new species, evolving 260,000-350,000 years ago in Southern Africa: Homo sapiens.”
http://witsendnj.blogspot.com/2019/11/well-well-well-i-can-hang-up-my-hat.html
Reply
james said:
December 4, 2019 at 4:39 pm
That’s interesting, but I’m sure they were all useless eaters and deserved their fate at the hands of the magnificent Homo sapiens. Blame the plants.
Reply

16.

Apneaman said:
December 4, 2019 at 4:57 pm
Rob, a peak oil writer has answered your question.
America’s Zombie Oil Bidness: When’s the Funeral?
By Tom Lewis | December 4, 2019
“That’s why I stopped writing obituaries for the American oil industry four years ago. It was not that I changed my mind, or doubted for a moment that the industry was on the verge of collapse; nor was I convinced by the cacophony of liars proclaiming a new era of American energy
independence and domination of the global oil industry. It was and remains a colossal lie, gallons of lipstick applied to the rotting carcass of a pig, and yet the pig is still widely regarded as healthy and beautiful.”
http://www.dailyimpact.net/2019/12/04/americas-zombie-oil-bidness-whens-the-funeral/
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 4, 2019 at 6:38 pm
Thanks. I remember following Tom Lewis a long time ago and then quitting because he stopped talking about things that matter.
Reply

17.

gwb said:
December 4, 2019 at 5:04 pm
Foreman Mike of the right-wing group We Build The Wall has become quite the Internet personality with his video updates:
https://www.facebook.com/WeBuildTheWall/videos/%EF%B8%8Fforeman-mike%EF%B8%8F-in-102-degree-heat-with-a-special-construction-update-in-light-of/350291695629385/
Now all that is needed is to get that pesky Butterfly Lady out of the way:
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/texas-judge-temporarily-blocks-construction-of-private-border-wall/ar-BBXLCzP?li=BBnb7Kz
Reply
james said:
December 4, 2019 at 5:54 pm
But when is Foreman Mike going to get started on the seawalls? Oh wait, I forgot, global warming is a hoax. Keep going Mike, we either keep them out or add them to the sixth great extinction.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 4, 2019 at 7:31 pm
Foreskin Mike sounds like a true merican patriot.
PATRIOT, n. One to whom the interests of a part seem superior to those of the whole. The dupe of statesmen and the tool of conquerors.
PATRIOTISM, n. Combustible rubbish ready to the torch of any one ambitious to illuminate his name.
In Dr. Johnson’s famous dictionary patriotism is defined as the last resort of a scoundrel. With all due respect to an enlightened but inferior lexicographer I beg to submit that it is the first.
– Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary
Reply
james said:
December 5, 2019 at 10:02 am
Also: Shoot first and ask questions later. Or forget the questions.
Reply

18.

james said:
December 5, 2019 at 11:02 am
From 2010:
“(PhysOrg.com) — Eminent Australian scientist Professor Frank Fenner, who helped to wipe out smallpox, predicts humans will probably be extinct within 100 years, because of overpopulation, environmental destruction and climate change.”
“While many scientists are also pessimistic, others are more optimistic. Among the latter is a colleague of Professor Fenner, retired professor Stephen Boyden, who said he still hopes awareness of the problems will rise and the required revolutionary changes will be made to achieve
ecological sustainability. “While there’s a glimmer of hope, it’s worth working to solve the problem. We have the scientific knowledge to do it but we don’t have the political will,” Boyden said.”
Professor Frank Fenner passed away five months later. I’ve always found that older people tend to speak their minds since they know they won’t be around much longer.
Ten more years of technological metabolism creating chaos in the biosphere. Ten more years of the entropy river passing by. Everything seems like a chemical reaction running to equilibrium with humans as the central unconscious molecule fulfilling their entropic destiny. Is there any
reason to write a blog in an attempt to inform a chemical reaction? I may have to change my focus to “survival” as this is the primary goal of dissipatives. “We don’t give a damn about physics, we can’t understand it anyhow, tell us how to survive.”
These are a few of the places where our government plans to hang-out.
https://nypost.com/2017/06/10/this-is-where-the-government-will-hide-during-a-nuclear-war/
They’ve done such a good job, we should put them on a remote pacific atoll with a big bullseye painted on it and wait for the flash.
Bill Gates and others have seen the writing in the genes. They’re some of the most accomplished dissipatives on the planet.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qw1uB_q9Uw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AEMKudv5p0
But honestly, today and every day forward the humans will be trying to maximize the distance between themselves and death and they won’t really care too much about the chaos outside the boundaries of their structures which give a false sense of security.
Don’t stick your neck out, get a Bottleneck Bunker before it’s too late.
If you can’t maintain energy flow and waste removal, it doesn’t matter if you have a ten-million dollar bunker or not. Imagine all the hungry humans with guns looking for those honey pots under the ground. Finding isolation may be important but this must be weighed against the
opportunity cost of losing advanced medical care. Perhaps when the last hospital and pharmacy shuts down it’s time to leave dodge. The indebted, those given the impression that they would have thirty years of good jobs and growth to pay-off their outrageous mortgages will be especially
irate as they’ve been left holding the bag.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 5, 2019 at 1:56 pm
Not just older people: I have no intention of marrying again and reproducing, so I tend to speak my mind – however, I self-censor ruthlessly when in the company of happily breeding couples, it seems cruel to do otherwise. And I suppose I still want to get invitations….
Reply
james said:
December 5, 2019 at 2:25 pm
You must self-censor or become the “dark cloud” from which acquaintances will run for cover.
Reply

19.

james said:
December 5, 2019 at 11:26 am
Good interview of Steve Keen:
https://renegadeinc.com/lies-damn-lies-and-climate-statistics/
Reply
David Higham said:
December 5, 2019 at 3:46 pm
The best evisceration of Nordhaus is in chapter two of ‘Requiem for a Species’ by Clive Hamilton. Nordhaus was
trained by Robert Solow, who won the Nobel Prize mainly for an
economic analysis completely disconnected from physical
reality,and which included the statement : ‘In effect,the
world can get by without natural resources’
Georgescu-Roegen was also scathing about Solow’s craziness. That didn’t prevent the Nobel committee giving him the prize.
What do you call a busload of economists going over a cliff? A good start.
Reply
james said:
December 6, 2019 at 8:29 am
The cancer does think it’s disconnected from reality and it actually is. It is so disconnected that it will soon go over the cliff, economists and all. To be connected it would have to recognize itself in the mirror. It hasn’t accomplished that yet and maybe never will.
Reply
David Higham said:
December 6, 2019 at 2:02 am
Thanks for this link,of course. It is very good too.
Reply

20.

james said:
December 5, 2019 at 2:22 pm
Olduvai Theory by Richard Duncan:
https://www.peakoil.net/files/world%20energy%20production%20population%20growth%20and%20the%20road%20to%20the%20Olduvai%20Gorge.pdf
Reply

21.

David Higham said:
December 5, 2019 at 5:05 pm
Further to my comment about Solow,etc. :
In an essay in one of his books (I can track it down if anyone wants details),Herman Daly mentions that in the latter part of his life,Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen beacme
reclusive ,irascible and difficult to deal with. (He had the
same attitude towards Daly as well as the mainstream
economists.) It is not hard to understand why.
The craziness never ends ,though. A never-ending conga
line of crazies. Yes,yes,yes.We can continue with economic
growth as the biosphere goes down the tube, and the energy
requirements for extracting depleting resources continues to escalate. But economic growth will not always require
resources. No No No. Just around the corner,we’ll reach that nirvana where economic growth continues in the realm of ideas only,and unicorns galivant through the
rose bushes in never-ending cool misty mornings.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 6, 2019 at 8:29 am
The ‘planned De-growth’ people are among the craziest of the crazies, as far as I can see.
Implosion and collapse are far more plausible than ‘planning’ the shrinking of so complex a structure.
‘De-growth ‘ is a concept perfectly calculated to obscure and unpleasant reality, masquerading as a path to the future (‘rich vibrant and rewarding’ as those nuts always say).
Reply
David Higham said:
December 7, 2019 at 3:47 am
Implosion and collapse is much more likely,
I agree.
Reply

22.

Rob Mielcarski said:
December 5, 2019 at 6:18 pm
Richard Reese on total war….
Becoming present in reality transforms you into a peculiar weirdo. The herd will move away from you, as you move away from it. Congratulations! You are outside the fence, outside the cult, outside the mass hysteria. You can think for yourself, question everything, and begin
unlearning all the garbage that has been poured into your brain over the years. You can seek better paths.
A week ago, I snapped. I read the latest paper by William E. Rees, the professor who was co-creator of the ecological footprint concept. He warns us that we are deep into overshoot, and idiotically hippity-hopping down the path to catastrophe. “Half the fossil energy ever used
(and half the fossil CO2 ever produced), has been burned (emitted) in just the past 35 years!” This is not a path with a long future. Rees has come to the conclusion that humans are not “primarily a rational species.” I agree.
http://wildancestors.blogspot.com/2019/12/total-war.html
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 5, 2019 at 7:48 pm
I love Richard Reese’s site, especially his many book reviews, but he suffers from two delusions. 1, that because once humans lived comparatively sustainable they can do so again. 2, everything “bad” humans do is the fault culture.
Tell yourself Dick. Any examples of any human culture willingly giving up the goodies?
The only time the humans “go back” is after they collapse – in greatly reduced numbers.
There’s more than one fence. I see rings of fences. Those who get that evolution under the MPP guarantees a one way street with NO hope of voluntarily going back (because it’s impossible) live way out past the last fence…… in the forbidden zone.
Human culture is just another adaption (suite). It’s natural. What isn’t?
Reply
Cynic said:
December 6, 2019 at 8:34 am
Nothing more than the old Bolshevik/Revolutionary delusion in another guise: get rid of the old corrupt structures (and the individuals) and you can erect the new, shiny, feel-good future -which will last, because perfect and uncorrupt, for ever.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 6, 2019 at 1:01 pm
‘Greenwashed’ Neo-liberalism (pour concrete, so long as you install solar panels, trade carbon-credits, etc ) is just as much a planet destroyer as crisis-denying ‘populism’ (pour concrete, damn the solar panels, etc).
Reply
james said:
December 6, 2019 at 4:54 pm
We can call it green cancer, a new and improved variety.
Reply
james said:
December 6, 2019 at 9:08 am
That was really good writing and interesting. Here’s is a book with several contributing authors including Tainter and Dilworth about excess population:
The Coming Age of Scarcity : Preventing Mass Death and Genocide in the Twenty-first Century.
https://surface.syr.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1022&context=books
Reply
Cynic said:
December 6, 2019 at 1:06 pm
A comical title: mass-death and genocide are surely the two great certainties of the early 21st century?
We’ve already had some excellent trial-runs so far.
Reply
james said:
December 6, 2019 at 2:24 pm
Don’t worry, I’m sure we’ll have a guaranteed basic income on a planet where our politicians guarantee that infinite growth is possible.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 7, 2019 at 6:10 am
Comforting thought!
Inmates of the death camps had guaranteed basic needs: food, clothing, shelter.
The medical inspections were very thorough, too.
And full employment for everyone, until…
All sorts of impossible promises are being made in the elections here in the UK: fountains of money for services, Second Industrial Revolution, etc – one gives up.
Reply

23.

David Higham said:
December 6, 2019 at 2:15 am
Fires and more fires. Drought and more drought. As i write
we are having the first storm at the end of the dry season.
We have had it easy compared to most of the country,
but it is always a relief when the first storm arrives. This one is going on and on,so a decent amount. It has been
a long dry. The mean for November is 75 mm. We had
zero,and only a small amount in the four previous months.
There are more articles on the NSW fires on the guardian
Australia site .
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/live/2019/dec/06/nsw-fires-qld-bushfires-queensland-australia-new-south-wales-rural-fire-live-news-latest-updates-sydney-smoke
Reply
james said:
December 6, 2019 at 8:45 am
As I told Steve Kurtz, we’re basically shaking the biosphere snow globe now and all of the little circulations (species) are breaking in the storm. We huddle behind our technological cell boundaries continuing to introduce chaos into the biosphere which will result eventually in new
climate. The little circulations can’t stand the amount of chaos we’re introducing, they need relatively unchanging stability or slow change. Things might not settle into a stable regime (the snow settles to the bottom of the globe) for thousands or tens of thousands of years and most
species will be lost. In the meantime we may have made it impossible to grow grains at scale.
Pelosi seems to think that if we reelect Trump civilization is lost. It doesn’t matter who we elect, civilization is likely lost (but there are still small probabilities that it will turn out differently.) I wonder if they think a one-world government, one-world central bank is still a workable
plan. The falling back to lower levels of complexity seems to have begun, mostly for lack of net energy to maintain the existing circulations and impossibility of pulling all humans into high-tech cells with 24/7 surveillance and metabolic slavery. We can’t cut the West’s incomes any
more to advance the consumption of places like India and China (and others) without making the metabolism impossible to make connections (see France). If you cut it too much, it collapses.
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/pelosi-civilization-itself-stake-if-trump-wins-re-election
I’ve heard about the ash raining down on Sydney. Fire is an awesome dissipator. Had kids from Australia playing basketball at our high school last night. Good time to be out of the country.
Reply

24.

dave lysak said:
December 6, 2019 at 9:22 am
fucking plants, autotrophs of all sorts, the source of all our woes.
but, without grass, where, how, would I get my Friday night ribeye? that’s the only real question. it should be on everyone’s mind. in fact, one version of or another is, on everybody’s mind.
I’ve often said that the world is a horrible place. how can it be otherwise? every animal out there must kill and eat something else (even if it is only a plant) in order to live. but, nothing wants to die, not even the plants. despite all of this killing and eating and so forth and so on, every living
thing that ever existed, or ever will exist must suffer and die. the two things that nothing wants, happen to be the only two guarantees in life. how’s that for a system? I might ask.
of course, people look at me like I have two heads, and slowly (or quickly) move to another part of the room. why do I get dopamine rewards for engaging in and provoking such behaviors? fucked if I know.
one thing a lifetime of alienating those around you will do for you, it let’s you know who your true friends might be. usually somebody who might want something from you.
I guess.
Reply
james said:
December 6, 2019 at 9:32 am
Dissipatives do typically want something from you, but not always. The plants are innocent for they have no brains, nor do the cells (nor do humans). They do have circulations which, if maladaptive, are pruned from existence.
I can’t put the original sin solely on the plants, let’s place it on the Big Bang and God. They really should use better judgement next time so we don’t see or experience what a mess they’ve made.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 6, 2019 at 12:41 pm
Hey, to make an omelette you gotta crack some eggs, right?
I’m on a learning curve myself, give Me a break!
Yours, etc, God.
Reply
james said:
December 6, 2019 at 2:25 pm
Perfection is an elusive target.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 6, 2019 at 4:37 pm
You could say it’s perfect just as it is.
Reply
james said:
December 6, 2019 at 4:59 pm
Perfect dissipation (except for inadequate gravity to eliminate heavy elements. I’m sure the Universe will find a way to take care of that in the future. Maybe a black hole or two could do it except that nothing escapes. Maybe perfection is found as a tiny ball of
energy at the bottom of a black hole waiting to reach critical mass.
Reply

25.

David Higham said:
December 6, 2019 at 7:25 pm
Some charts/tables here to add to the collection of ‘hockey
stick’ graphs. I wish Nate all the best,but we have such a
tangled mess of unsustainability everywhere you look that I don’t see much chance of changing the current course.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921800919310067
Reply
james said:
December 7, 2019 at 12:40 pm
The energy/resource flows are maximizing well-being for the humans inside their new technological boundries – homes, offices, factories, cars, and so on. You can interpret that as a protective homeostasis enhancing enclosure. The idea is to increase homeostasis inside while not
giving a damn about the chaos dumped outside. The technological system doesn’t give a damn about the earth system just as a metastasized cancer doesn’t give damn about the person it destroys whether it be Uncle John, Aunt Harriet or Grandpappy.
Reply

26.

Apneaman said:
December 6, 2019 at 7:53 pm
All sorts of folks, including climate & limits to growth deniers, are discussing collapse these days. Most of them seem to speak as if a “Mad Max” scenario is the big threat. I beg to differ. It’s the stage right before Mad Max days (the next stage) that they need worry about. Mad Max days
are post government days. Late/last stage government days are a killing field. For most of the chimps, it’s their government, not the neighbors, who they need to fear & avoid.
“After studying over 8,000 reports of government-caused deaths, Rummel estimates that there have been 262 million victims of democide in the last century. According to his figures, six times as many people have died from the actions of people working for governments than have died in
battle.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democide
I think the numbers are conservative & the guy (Rudolph Rummel) who came up with them misattributed some of the deaths because in many cases, like throughout South America, Rummel does not credit the American empire’s involvement nearly enough.
U.S. Regime Has Killed 20-30 Million People Since World War II
https://www.globalresearch.ca/u-s-regime-has-killed-20-30-million-people-since-world-war-ii/5633111
List of Atrocities committed by US authorities
Definition: An extremely wicked or cruel act, typically one involving physical violence or injury.
“If there is a country that has committed unspeakable atrocities in the world, it is the United States of America. They don’t care for human beings.” – Nelson Mandela
https://github.com/dessalines/essays/blob/master/us_atrocities.md
There is a common delusion in the west that democracies are safer, because they don’t kill their own like commies, but fascists do and fascism rises from failed capitalist democracies. Democracy is either dying or dead – various stages in all western countries. It’s pretty obvious that the US
is an authoritarian police-surveillance state & has all the potential to become a hyper nationalist fascist regime. Once it hits bigly in the home country, whatever the empire has done abroad, they will do at home & for decades the military has been giving police departments (para military)
tons of surplus military hardware. “Yabut, they won’t shoot civilians or put us in camps – we taxpayers” – tell yourself.
The 14 Characteristics of Fascism
Powerful and Continuing Nationalism
Fascist regimes tend to make constant use of patriotic mottos, slogans, symbols, songs, and other paraphernalia. Flags are seen everywhere, as are flag symbols on clothing and in public displays.
Disdain for the Recognition of Human Rights
Because of fear of enemies and the need for security, the people in fascist regimes are persuaded that human rights can be ignored in certain cases because of “need.” The people tend to look the other way or even approve of torture, summary executions, assassinations, long incarcerations of
prisoners, etc.
Identification of Enemies/Scapegoats as a Unifying Cause
The people are rallied into a unifying patriotic frenzy over the need to eliminate a perceived common threat or foe: racial , ethnic or religious minorities; liberals; communists; socialists, terrorists, etc.
Supremacy of the Military
Even when there are widespread domestic problems, the military is given a disproportionate amount of government funding, and the domestic agenda is neglected. Soldiers and military service are glamorized.
Rampant Sexism
The governments of fascist nations tend to be almost exclusively male-dominated. Under fascist regimes, traditional gender roles are made more rigid. Opposition to abortion is high, as is homophobia and anti-gay legislation and national policy.
Controlled Mass Media
Sometimes to media is directly controlled by the government, but in other cases, the media is indirectly controlled by government regulation, or sympathetic media spokespeople and executives. Censorship, especially in war time, is very common.
Obsession with National Security
Fear is used as a motivational tool by the government over the masses.
Religion and Government are Intertwined
Governments in fascist nations tend to use the most common religion in the nation as a tool to manipulate public opinion. Religious rhetoric and terminology is common from government leaders, even when the major tenets of the religion are diametrically opposed to the government’s
policies or actions.
Corporate Power is Protected
The industrial and business aristocracy of a fascist nation often are the ones who put the government leaders into power, creating a mutually beneficial business/government relationship and power elite.
Labor Power is Suppressed
Because the organizing power of labor is the only real threat to a fascist government, labor unions are either eliminated entirely, or are severely suppressed .
Disdain for Intellectuals and the Arts
Fascist nations tend to promote and tolerate open hostility to higher education, and academia. It is not uncommon for professors and other academics to be censored or even arrested. Free expression in the arts is openly attacked, and governments often refuse to fund the arts.
Obsession with Crime and Punishment
Under fascist regimes, the police are given almost limitless power to enforce laws. The people are often willing to overlook police abuses and even forego civil liberties in the name of patriotism. There is often a national police force with virtually unlimited power in fascist nations.
Rampant Cronyism and Corruption
Fascist regimes almost always are governed by groups of friends and associates who appoint each other to government positions and use governmental power and authority to protect their friends from accountability. It is not uncommon in fascist regimes for national resources and even
treasures to be appropriated or even outright stolen by government leaders.
Fraudulent Elections
Sometimes elections in fascist nations are a complete sham. Other times elections are manipulated by smear campaigns against or even assassination of opposition candidates, use of legislation to control voting numbers or political district boundaries, and manipulation of the media. Fascist
nations also typically use their judiciaries to manipulate or control elections.
https://ratical.org/ratville/CAH/fasci14chars.html
Reply
Cynic said:
December 7, 2019 at 6:00 am
I agree: the grey zone of state decay and terror is a unpleasant prospect.
A ‘fast collapse’ would in fact be infinitely preferable to waking up one morning somewhere which has become as awful as Pakistan, Egypt, etc.
Corrupt military, police judiciary, mafias, religious nutters, and fellow ciitizens who will happily do you in order to survive just another day.
In the article above, though, the word ‘totalitarian’ should have been employed instead of the loaded and inaccurate ‘Fascism’ , which even Mussolini, its inventor, failed to define in any of his waffling books on the subject.
The geographical scope of Fascism was historically very limited indeed,and those around today are just pathetic play-actors.
The real mas-murderers the next time will be those proclaiming ‘Equality , Peace and Plenty’ not self-avowed Fascists…..
Reply
Cynic said:
December 7, 2019 at 6:04 am
The Greta Generation may well turn out to be the drug-fuelled zealous militias and gang members bent on murder of the future.
Reply
james said:
December 7, 2019 at 12:52 pm
Central banks, government and a few key corporations. A very cozy arrangement. The “trained” RNA that can’t have an idea without watching TV and will celebrate their “freedom”even as they’re marched to the ovens. It’s gonna be disappointing for a lot of people.
The propagandists and spooks will be working overtime to whip-up frenzied hatred in the media while luring world leaders into compromising situations for blackmail.
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/epstein-was-mossad-agent-used-blackmail-american-politicians-says-former-israeli-spy
They can whip-up hatred and control the volume for any target including statues of dead civil war heroes.
Reply
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Rob Mielcarski said:
December 6, 2019 at 9:07 pm
Nice new paper by Nate Hagens but he still can’t see the forest for the trees in that he does not accept that MPP+MORT are, by far, the dominant behaviors that created our predicament, and block any constructive action.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921800919310067
Reply
Cynic said:
December 7, 2019 at 6:06 am
I increasingly find these people a bore, because – clever as they are, and correct in their broad analysis of our predicament – their view is never wide enough. A psychological and emotional block, of course.
Reply

28.

dave lysak said:
December 7, 2019 at 8:00 am
NH has been selling the same shtick for as long as I can remember. i’m just amazed that people still buy it. he should go into selling fusion reactors.
Reply
james said:
December 7, 2019 at 12:57 pm
I want to see fusion come about so that AI can develop just enough to tell humans it’s over for them, that they’re redundant and obsolete.
Reply

29.

james said:
December 7, 2019 at 1:01 pm
An enlightened commentary:
“What we don’t need are more poets, teachers of English literature or other disciplines that Americans could essentially do without.”
https://www.gadsdentimes.com/news/20190310/john-f-floyd-low-number-of-stem-graduates-problem-for-us
China produces the most STEM, burns the most coal and pours the most concrete.
There’s no doubt we need to find more and better ways to reduce gradients.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 7, 2019 at 8:01 pm
OTOH, supporting large cohorts of gender-studies majors does reduce gradients pretty well, I think. More than a few engineers, concrete-pourers, and other dogs-bodies support each one, when you think about it. Lots of concrete poured on them campuses for rock-climbing walls,
stadia, food courts, etc.
My unemployable nephew recently said he might go to college for “genocide studies”. I was tempted to ask him, a white male, whose genocide he was going to be studying.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 8, 2019 at 6:42 am
My doctorate was in historic war crimes – I laugh looking back on that choice. Taught me much about human nature and hypocrisy though.
Universities have expanded their infrastructure massively over the last few decades: full-blown cancerous cells. Not a few towns depend on them.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 7, 2019 at 1:23 pm
Dec 7, 2019, Martin Butler — Taboo
https://youtu.be/KR6H2ThcV8Y
Reply
james said:
December 7, 2019 at 2:15 pm
I love listening to Martin. Sorry he’s getting abusive comments. He arrived at many of the same thoughts by studying philosophy that I arrived at from different angles. Sometimes philosophy and thermodynamics line-up very well.
Reply
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james said:
December 7, 2019 at 1:23 pm
Look closely and marvel at the STEM accomplishments. The little human RNA safe and sound in their homes and only a trolley ride away from their work cells. God forbid if they have to stay outside for too long. Why would a technological component want that after all. We must improve
upon their learning experience to enhance productivity or perhaps mess with their genes. Thermodynamics requires work from both male and female RNA to accelerate reduction of the gradients and conversion into capital. Why don’t we just replace the humans completely to accelerate the
process.
london
The distribution system is organic as opposed to newer places like Las Vegas where a grid system is imposed by “planners”. You can almost see the granularity of all the little cells. If you had a microscope you might see some of the major organelles and compartments. Even the oversized
human RNA might be seen watching their TVs which assures them of future success and reasons to work the next morning like a mindless molecule. But the fact that they will run out of the fuel necessary to feed their home cells and their own bodies is reason enough to go to work.
But STEM is mostly involved in creating the weapons that do this. Still want to be STEM kids?
blitz
Reply
Cynic said:
December 7, 2019 at 4:22 pm
When I nearly went bankrupt after 2008, I realised, as things broke down bit by bit and I shivered, that a home is in fact no more than a machine that needs feeding.
When I finally (briefly I suspect) came in to some money again, I tried to make sure that it would need as little feeding and maintenance as possible, and made an effort to store sources of light and heat, rather than rely on energy flows which could be interrupted by a future lack of
money – wood and candles, sheepskins rather than electric blankets, warm clothes (I hardly had any!) and so on.
I have to say, it feels better.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 7, 2019 at 8:11 pm
Cynic, a wise approach. Candles and wood tend to be—ahime’—more intrinsically costly to the end user these days, I find. Efficiency cheap; resiliency expensive.
I have off-grid friends who only recently gave in and got a couple of solar panels for lighting and for charging devices. They said they were bored out of their minds after dark, so they tried reading the bible by candlelight. They were still bored out of their minds. (Maybe that’s
why they just had a kid?)
A wonderful saying in English and Italian (at least): “The game’s not worth the candle.”/”Il gioco non vale la candela.” At one time candles were extremely precious (and they will be again).
Reply
Cynic said:
December 8, 2019 at 6:37 am
Yep, the sun goes down and you go to bed. or at least don’t stay up for long. If you’ve been working all day, it’s actually not so bad a routine.
In the 18th century in France, the candles for a small dinner party cost the monthly wage of an ordinary worker.
Resilience is more expensive, and inconvenient that’s the economic trap: it pays now to show absolutely no foresight. The opposite of the lives of the Old Norse farmers, etc, I like to read about.
Due to the cots and the labour of cutting it, I don’t light a wood-fire until just after sunset unless the cold and dark is simply unendurable (this would not work if I had a permanent female resident – girlfriends are just for the summer! Dogs for the whole year -great
personal heaters…..)
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 7, 2019 at 2:56 pm
I love those tumor yearbook pictures. I’d like to see a 3D version of tumor Las Vegas to get the complete picture. There’s a whole dimension underground. Also, above ground power & communication lines. What about all the invisible wireless connections zipping back & forth within the
tumor & the in going & out going ones bouncing off satellites? Would that make it 4D? There’s more to the cancer than meets the eye.
Reply
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james said:
December 7, 2019 at 4:07 pm
Good essays by Tony Noerpel:
https://blueridgeleader.com/replacing-neo-classical-economics/
https://blueridgeleader.com/the-rich-and-the-poor/
Reply
David Higham said:
December 7, 2019 at 6:56 pm
I haven’t read the second link as yet,but the first one is a mixture of truth and delusion.(as is generally the case) The most obvious delusion is evident in the last paragraph. Electing non-conservative politicians won’t change the economic system. Does any party in the USA advocate
that? None here does. The difficulties of doing that would be so enormous,and trying to educate a largely clueless electorate would be an impossible task. The other (obvious
to those reading this blog,I assume,but I’ll state it anyway)
is that changing to a steady-state economic system when
we have a civilisation that is constructed to require massive inputs of fossil fuels won’t solve the main driver of our course to collapse.
To have any chance of having a civilisation that endures
for tens of thousands of years, a steady-state is a pre-requisite,but there are other requirements as well.
I happened to be reading some comments on OFW when
Gail made the statement that a steady-state system wouldn’t work,because it couldn’t cope with a growing
population. That is blindingly obvious. Pick up any text
on ecological economics,and the first stipulation is that
a stable ,non-growing population is a pre-requisite.
Anyway,enough for now. Growth and collapse.then start
again has been the course throughout,and will be again.
Only this time the climate will probably rule out the ‘start
again’ bit.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 7, 2019 at 8:16 pm
Very true, David Higham. I was struck by a video, which I believed was linked here recently, depicting the conversion of a forest-dwelling tribe to christianity and “civilized” behavior.
Of course, the very first thing they were taught *not* to do was chop off the heads of their neighboring enemies whenever they came across them. Sadly, that practice was exactly what allowed any of them to survive in relative balance with their environment.
Reply
David Higham said:
December 7, 2019 at 9:45 pm
Thanks and yes,Lidia. The conceit of the missionaries. Who knows best? WE DO.
Tim Flannery mentions in one of his books that the first time he went to a remote village in New Guinea,one of the valleys nearby had an astounding amount and diversity of wildlife. The reason was that the taboo system in place meant that human hunting did not occur in
that valley. When he returned
some years later,he was devastated to find that that valley was now no different to the other valleys. The reason was that in the intervening years
the missionaries had arrived and the
taboo system had been replaced with you know what.
Reply
james said:
December 8, 2019 at 2:32 pm
Being a cancer is great – for a short while.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 8, 2019 at 6:29 am
Yes, steady-state’ would require high infant and maternal mortality and infanticide, regular tribal wars probably once population had reached a certain level – not something sentimentalists wish to contemplate.
Reply
David Higham said:
December 8, 2019 at 3:52 am
Another point: We’re way past the point where a steady-state economy would be of any help. It needs to be implemented when the population is below the long-term carrying capacity. At this point,implementing it would be an absurd exercise in futility. Once the fossil powered
binge is over,we will be at least 500 times over that carrying capacity.
When the population is low,though,very few people
perceive that there will ever be limits. Another conundrum.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 8, 2019 at 6:24 am
The last opportunity for that ‘steady-state’ was before the great coal-breakout in the 18th century, certainly, not today with our vast cities and populations.
Like Steve McQueen breaking out of the German camp on his motorbike, we jumped the barriers which had kept us more or less manageable inhabitants of the eco-system, and headed for the wide pastures of apparent freedom.
Once that coal genie had been released -followed by gas and oil – from the mine where he had been bottled up, no state engaged in intense inter-state rivalries could afford to turn down his dubious gifts, as it would have meant certain conquest by those who had industrialised –
see the whole history of imperial expansion and European wars in the 19th and 20th centuries.
We simply could not refuse to embrace what would prove to be the cause, eventually, of our own destruction.
Some confuse ‘steady-state’ with a non-Capitalist economy: while Capitalism does require expansion, and is an accelerator of eco-destruction, they fail to comprehend that it must be a largely agrarian -or even better hunter-gatherer-society, with little to no technological
development -a firm ceiling set upon innovation, maybe even prohibited by taboo.
Would they ever vote for that? Of course not.
But there is no real choice anyway: we must now live out to the full the consequences of the decisions made by a comparatively few speculative investors and statesmen several centuries ago.
Reply
james said:
December 8, 2019 at 2:35 pm
Agree. Like I said below, humans are territorial, predatory (and homicidal). No country wants to be like those many other varieties of hominids that suddenly became extinct from lethal competition.
Reply
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james said:
December 7, 2019 at 4:39 pm
If you have a lot to burn and there’s nowhere for the heat to go, you need a firenado.
Making the connection between hot and cold, much as humans do except we do interesting things.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcKygdSWK4U
and human equivalent of firenado (fed by sausage and cheese). Notice the rotation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVx5RJojwnA
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 7, 2019 at 5:24 pm
And they say white folk ain’t got no rhythm…pffft
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 7, 2019 at 5:18 pm
December 6, 2019
With Sea Level Rise, We’ve Already Hurtled Past a Point of No Return
Climate negotiators in Madrid are trying to avoid 2 meters of sea level rise, but research suggests 10 times that — 65 feet — is already inevitable.
https://archive.is/L2YV5#selection-545.0-554.0
Reply
gwb said:
December 7, 2019 at 7:11 pm
Jason Box has gone on record saying that, too.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jason_Box
Reply
james said:
December 8, 2019 at 1:17 pm
They’ll think of something.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 8, 2019 at 10:32 am
Empire’s little cousin.
The Sun Never Sets on the Canadian Military
“The 2,100 number offered up by the military doesn’t count the hundreds, maybe a thousand, naval personnel patrolling hot spots across the globe. Recently one or two Canadian naval vessels — with about 200 personnel each — has patrolled in East Asia. The ships are helping the US-led
campaign to isolate North Korea and enforce UN sanctions. These Canadian vessels have also been involved in belligerent “freedom of navigation” exercises through international waters that Beijing claims in the South China Sea, Strait of Taiwan and East China Sea.”
https://dissidentvoice.org/2019/12/the-sun-never-sets-on-the-canadian-military/
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 8, 2019 at 10:57 am
Tim Morgan
#159. The perils of equilibria
Posted on December 7, 2019
‘INDICATIONS AND WARNINGS’
https://surplusenergyeconomics.wordpress.com/2019/12/07/159-the-perils-of-equilibria/
Reply
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dave lysak said:
December 8, 2019 at 11:23 am
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KR6H2ThcV8Y&feature=youtu.be
I don’t understand his Kantian idealism. this idea that time space and matter and such are a product of “mind”, or something like that. to me, “mind”, or what we might call mind, a combination of things we might be able to talk about, is a product of time (thermodynamic disequilibrium),
space (a place to act), and matter (the actors through time). all of this (idealism) sounds too much like a biblical god, god the creator, the overarching “mind”, for my tastes. just another human conceit.
I will however, be the first to admit that we don’t know the “true” nature of reality. this is all a mystery. but to say that it is “mind” doesn’t help any.
I guess.
Reply
james said:
December 8, 2019 at 1:21 pm
I think we can get a good idea of what’s going on in our neighborhood, including our brains and behavior, but what about beyond the observable Universe? Or is there a beyond?
Reply

39.

Peter said:
December 8, 2019 at 12:27 pm
“We might say the universe is so constituted as to maximize play. The best games are not those in which all goes smoothly and steadily toward a certain conclusion, but those in which the outcome is always in doubt.”
George B. Leonard
Just a random I read once…..
Reply
james said:
December 8, 2019 at 1:33 pm
Sunshine capture and slow trophic pyramid release certainly does create a very challenging game.
Reply
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james said:
December 8, 2019 at 1:36 pm
If Homo sapiens were simply putting another level of protection between themselves and the “outside” by inhabiting technological cells as the original RNA or previously free-living organelles like mitochondria had done, we might have stood a better chance at long-term survival. However,
even before the advent of technology, humans were a territorial species protecting food and mating opportunities within boundaries. This territoriality can also be interpreted as tribalism and now nationalism and is likely the behavioral precedent for the ownership of property. Even at an
individual level we often hear, “Get off my property!” a warning backed-up with weapons like the pervasive gun. Unfortunately humans have evolved to compete and test each other’s territoriality (fight for dominance and the rewards contained within those territories). National and
international law does prevent much untoward behavior but is roundly ignored in a pinch or when the reward far outweighs the potential losses or penalties.
Territoriality and the laying claim to property occurs on individual, tribal and national levels. There is a tendency to challenge others for what, at the time, belongs to them with the attitude that “if you want to keep it you have to defend it” (because I think I can take it away from you).
Human tribes less aided by the new technological creations tend to fare poorly in these contests, for example native Americans, Palestinians, Amazonians trying to protect the rainforests and the Kurds. The embedded attitude seems to be “Might makes right.” or “They’ve got it, we need it.
They’re weak, we’re strong. Let’s take it.” The same behavior can be seen in coups and the fomenting of civil wars which weaken nations and soften them for invasion.
No doubt this territoriality eliminated many species of hominids as all territory eventually became territory for Homo sapiens who undoubtedly took advantage of their new tool-making abilities. Later the Homo sapiens could fight among themselves based upon real differences in religion
and language or imagined differences. To save themselves from moral condemnation the aggressor can usually rationalize the invasive act through demonization of the “enemy” or false accusations of wrong-doing.
The existence of nuclear weapons has reduced the aggressive expansionism of previous times but those without nuclear weapons seem to be fair game. Oil, water, natural gas and strategic minerals seem to be current targets of tribal pilfering.
Turkey recently expanded its territorial waters and Kashmir is always a point of contention between India and Pakistan. Who will make the next land/sea grab as the zero-sum game and then general decline comes into view? Who will challenge your personal property in the future? How
many “No Trespassing” signs, pit bull dogs, guns, barbed wire and moats will you need? Challenging others for what they own is a common behavior, not an exceptional act, and can be sanctioned with the most ridiculous rationalizations. Gangs commonly demand (protection money) which
is simply another way of establishing a “paying” territory before some other gang does the same. Appearing weak invites challenge. Only law enforcement prevents a melee of looting and victimization by those with pent-up material and sexual frustrations.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 8, 2019 at 2:25 pm
I go to my gate with an axe:
‘Hi, just cutting up some wood: how may I help you?’
People are so polite……
I’ve found that even in this little English village, if you don’t show that you have teeth occasionally, you will get walked all over in some way. It’s terribly sad, but, just plain old human nature. And yet some people do have lovely characters, thank God for them.
‘Man is wolf to man’. How wise those Romans were ……
Reply
james said:
December 8, 2019 at 2:37 pm
I don’t have an axe yet but will look for one. Maybe a Ruger or Smith &Wesson ballcap too.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 8, 2019 at 1:55 pm
Catabolism: Capitalism’s Frightening Future
“… more radical activists also hope climate chaos, peak oil and economic contraction will become game changers. Many assume that globalization and growth are so essential that capitalism must fail without them. And, as it does, social movements will seize the opportunity to transform
this collapsing system into a more equitable, sustainable one, free of capitalism’s insatiable need to expand at all costs.
Both the green growth reformers and anti-growth radicals misunderstand the true nature of capitalism and underestimate its ability to withstand—and profit handsomely from—the great contraction ahead. Growth is not the primary driving force behind capitalism—profit is. When the
overall economic pie is expanding, many firms find it easier to realize profits big enough to continually increase their share price. But periods of crisis and collapse can generate huge profits as well. In fact, during systemic contractions, the dog-eat-dog nature of capitalism creates lucrative
opportunities for hostile takeovers, mergers and leveraged buyouts, allowing the most predatory firms to devour their competition.
Capitalism is a profit-maximizing economic machine. It is not loyal to any person, nation, corporation or ideology. It doesn’t care about the planet or believe in justice, equality, fairness, liberty, human rights, democracy, world peace or even economic growth and the “free market.” Its
overriding obsession is maximizing the return on invested capital. Capitalism will pose as a loyal friend of other beliefs and values, or betray them in an instant, if it advances the drive for profit … that’s why it’s called the bottom line!”
https://www.counterpunch.org/2018/11/01/catabolism-capitalisms-frightening-future/
https://youtu.be/NMz2Ubx77kA
With the exception of the French plebs, almost none of these western countries “activists” has any balls. They are fat & domesticated. There will be no sharing of whats left of the pie without blood & destruction. This is an iron law of history. They don’t understand capitalism & they don’t
understand power.
Reply
james said:
December 8, 2019 at 2:25 pm
At some point in the evolution it may become profitable to get rid of humans. Profit leads to growth, reproduction and survival.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 9, 2019 at 12:53 am
Harvesting the Blood of America’s Poor: The Latest Stage of Capitalism
Blood has become big business in the United States and there is no shortage of corporations ready to exploit America’s most vulnerable populations in order to get a piece of the pie.
“The number of collection centers in the United States has more than doubled since 2005 and blood now makes up well over 2 percent of total U.S. exports by value. To put that in perspective, Americans’ blood is now worth more than all exported corn or soy products that cover vast
areas of the country’s heartland. The U.S. supplies fully 70 percent of the world’s plasma, mainly because most other countries have banned the practice on ethical and medical grounds.”
https://www.mintpressnews.com/harvesting-blood-americas-poor-late-stage-capitalism/263175/
There’s a few for profit blood centers in Canada, but a few provinces, including BC, passed legislation & closed them down…for now.
As bad as it is, it can always get worse.
https://youtu.be/FXq6m_JFnKY
Reply
james said:
December 9, 2019 at 9:30 am
Make America “Bloody” great again.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 9, 2019 at 11:29 am
Funny that their ethics don’t disallow them from importing the US blood…
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 9, 2019 at 4:05 pm
I’ve read this 1 survey that indicated a majority of Canadians don’t have a problem with payment for donors. I don’t, because we’re no longer living in the 20th century anymore, but it do suck for those who have or think they have no alternative. Also, a low income
person with no car can easily burn 1/2 to 3/4 of a day round trip to the clinic & back + $6 – $10 transit fare – for $40-$50. Big whoop. Minimum wage in B.C. is $13.85 an hour (as of June 1, 2019).
It’s the OK Boomers fault….again;)
“A majority of Canadians support paying people for donations of plasma, which are blood products used to make specialized medicines, a new poll has found.
Sixty-three per cent of Canadians endorse the idea as “morally appropriate” while support is strongest, at 75 per cent, among those between the ages of 18-34.
But a narrow majority of older Canadians, age 55 and up, believe paying people for plasma donations is “morally inappropriate”.
http://www.kelownadailycourier.ca/news/article_5c167a62-bed9-11e9-89d3-87db81265bb0.html
Reply
Cynic said:
December 9, 2019 at 2:54 pm
My great-grandmother sold her lovely fine blonde hair before WW1 when she fell into poverty as a widow with 9 children: I wonder whom it adorned?
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 9, 2019 at 4:13 pm
I was thinking of building another pseudo tech start up where I’m just another scumbag cunt middleman who connects ailing, well to do Chinese nationals with impoverished western millennial organ donors. A kidney for an iphone 11.
WeSwap
I need start up money. Can anyone hook me up with a couple of Vulture capitalists?
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 9, 2019 at 9:59 am
love the marx bros.
Reply

42.

Apneaman said:
December 8, 2019 at 2:14 pm
Mass strike: 800,000-1.5m march as unions demand reply
https://www.connexionfrance.com/French-news/Mass-strike-December-5-800-000-1.5m-estimated-to-have-march-as-unions-demand-reply
Reply
Cynic said:
December 8, 2019 at 2:18 pm
In Europe, going on marches is a kind of hobby: in Spain which has the most of any country, the result is generally nil. My little brother has a full kit of flags and placards for every occasion…..
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 8, 2019 at 3:26 pm
In the US the only time you see mobs of 800,000-1.5m angry demanding plebs in the street is on Black Friday……….oh & that one time in the 80’s when they forced “New Coke” on them.
https://youtu.be/Tz-47sI-AYM?t=220
Reply

43.

james said:
December 9, 2019 at 9:26 am
Eugene Khutoryansky makes some great physics videos. I’m rather partial to his Maxwell’s Demon.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Tm2c6NJH4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOrWy_yNBvY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vE82PDJB8ow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFdfrtzo4SY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1WU35KxLrA
Reply

44.

james said:
December 9, 2019 at 2:48 pm
Great writing and thinking.
http://www.karlnorth.com
Why this person doesn’t have hundreds of comments per post is hard to figure. He’s been writing since 2008.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 9, 2019 at 3:15 pm
Very good indeed, thanks for the tip!
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 9, 2019 at 4:00 pm
nice find, thanks
Reply

45.

Rob Mielcarski said:
December 9, 2019 at 8:49 pm
I like this guy’s YouTube channel. He walks around cities with a video camera running. It’s a great way to get an authentic feel for a place. Today he did the town of Kaolack in Senegal. I’m very grateful for being born in Canada.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XXz9iw3WkA
Reply
gwb said:
December 9, 2019 at 9:55 pm
Kaolack doesn’t seem so bad. Yeah, the streets are a bit dusty and pockmarked, but the marketplace produce is all fresh, traffic has to go slow, Senegal is peaceful and tolerant, the medical care is decent and affordable, the pace of life leisurely – the locals probably don’t have to go to a
plasma center to make ends meet. Sure beats life in U.S. inner cities.
Reply
james said:
December 10, 2019 at 8:04 am
Liberia is or was quite different. There was “a deep sense of injustice.” Civilization? Who needs it when it doesn’t provide.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmrkTi3EHqk&bpctr=1575984162
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 10, 2019 at 8:44 am
compared to large parts of Baltimore and Bridgeport CT, and many other US cities, Kaolak looks neat and well ordered. I can pretty much guarantee that his camera would have snatched in very short order in most inner city locations here in the US.
Reply

46.

james said:
December 10, 2019 at 9:20 am
With eight billion human dissipatives and their associated technological cell lines trying to maximize energy throughput and capital accumulation, is there any reason not to believe that collapse, like all previous civilizations, is our destination?
The organic species dissipatives are the same, trying to maximize throughput and maximize capital accumulation, but the difference is in their energy source, sunlight, and that they are mostly made of readily available and effortlessly recycled molecules of oxygen, carbon dioxide, water,
some nitrogen, sulfer and phosphorus and a few minerals which the plants recover from animal waste and discarded bodies.
David Korowicz interview:
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2014-03-19/how-to-be-trapped-an-interview-with-david-korowicz/
“DK: First of all, if it is growth, it will still be energy and resource consuming. Secondly, the starting point will still be path dependent and thus constrained. Thirdly, technology cannot make energy, only help to find, process and distribute what is already there. And what’s potentially left,
renewable or not, is less economy-adaptive, is of lower quality and lower energy return than what it’s replacing. So there is no magic way around our central predicament. Anyway, what do we mean by ‘switch’? It suggests a level of insight and control of the globalised economy that we do
not have. It implies a rapid transformation that in reality is inherently rate limited (energy revolutions have happened over many decades), and dependent upon the continuing coherence of the globalised economy and its constituent critical systems.”
Seemingly the growth will be unimpeded by conscious restraint and the collapse will proceed with calls for more of everything to satisfy the natural greed.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 10, 2019 at 2:16 pm
When asked what one should or could do, Korowicz once recommended ‘getting a dog and going for lots of walks.’
Wise man.
He gets the sheer scale, fragility, and inter-connectedness of it all spot on.
Reply
Ed said:
December 14, 2019 at 11:31 am
I wish everyone contributing these fantastic articles and videos would slow down. You are taking away from my long hikes in the mountains with my dog.
Reply

47.

Apneaman said:
December 10, 2019 at 2:35 pm
energy revolutions?
I don’t like that term. It implies doing something different when all the humans are doing is more of what they were already doing.
Energy expansion.
If I go from eating 2000 calories per day to eating 10,000 calories per day is it a revolution?
All the fracking pimps pulled the same stunt – SHALE REVOLUTION!!!!!!!!!!!
Going from extracting 5 million BPD to extracting 12 million BPD is not a revolution, it’s just doing more.
Also, the humans burn more wood (primitive pre modern energy) than ever.
“Europe imported more than 4 million tons of wood pellets from US forests last year and wrote it all off as renewable energy.
A new report from Climate Central exposes how 4.4 million tons of wood pellets were cut from American forests last year, and 98% of it was shipped to Europe to be burnt for energy.
Because of a loophole, the European Union classifies this wood-generated electricity as “carbon neutral,” though research actually indicates it’s more environmentally dangerous in the short term.
Burning wood biomass is considered a “renewable” energy on the idea that if you plant at least as many trees as you burn the process is carbon neutral. But until these trees grow back to the full size of the original felled tree, which takes decades, the carbon emitted still contributes to global
warming in the here and now.”
https://www.businessinsider.com/europe-imports-wood-biomass-from-us-for-power-2015-12
Vive la révolution!
Reply
Cynic said:
December 11, 2019 at 10:20 am
When Berlin was being bombed, Goebbels broadcast:
‘We promised you a Revolution, and here it is! What an opportunity to rebuild afterwards!’
Reply

48.

james said:
December 10, 2019 at 4:39 pm
How about the fusion revolution?
From this:
fire
to this:
iftr fusion
Seems like we’ve made great progress.
Humans in their tech cells can withstand much of the chaos introduced into the outside environment. Most of the other species will bear the brunt of the chaos and will go extinct. The humans will try to double-down on maintaining their protected homeostasis only to find that death is
patiently waiting for them outside.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKHFokpyoFY
Reply
David Higham said:
December 10, 2019 at 7:02 pm
My reaction to the second photo: A profusion of confusion.
Reply
james said:
December 11, 2019 at 8:12 am
My gut feeling is that they’ll never get the complexity of that fusion plant to hold together long enough to produce sustained net energy.
Examining their remains in the future someone will say, “They never could get the bugs worked out.”
Reply
David Higham said:
December 10, 2019 at 11:28 pm
Reach for the stars.
https://dothemath.ucsd.edu/2011/07/galactic-scale-energy/
Reply
james said:
December 11, 2019 at 8:14 am
Stars are excellent dissipatives, distributing energy throughout space. We’re not needed in space but we sure can do a job on those sequestered fossil fuels.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 11, 2019 at 10:16 am
Patiently waiting:
‘You flee Death in Baghdad, but he is waiting for you in Damascus…….’
Reply

49.

Apneaman said:
December 10, 2019 at 6:08 pm
Super rats or sickly rodents? Our war against urban rats could be leading to swift evolutionary changes
https://theconversation.com/super-rats-or-sickly-rodents-our-war-against-urban-rats-could-be-leading-to-swift-evolutionary-changes-125902
…
The stirring story of how Alberta became the first place in the world to banish the rat
In humanity’s centuries-long battle with the rat, only Alberta has claimed indisputable victory
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/the-stirring-story-of-how-alberta-became-the-first-place-in-the-world-to-banish-the-rat
I’ll wager it would be impossible for any port city (NYC, Vancouver) to get anywhere near lowly populated, landlocked Alberta’s results. Albertans are also largely compliant conservative types – it’s a catholic thing/history.
Although, I’ve sent many rats to rodent heaven, I find them to be fascinating creatures. Their fate is tied to humans. I think as decline continues their numbers will boom, then die back when humans die back. Perhaps they will go back to being little forest dwellers?
Coyotes & feral pigs have also out adapted the humans & all their techno industrial culls.
Reply
james said:
December 11, 2019 at 8:18 am
The rats will win – in the end.
Reply
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james said:
December 11, 2019 at 10:31 am
Someone at http://www.ourfiniteworld.com posted this video by Rod Swenson titled “The Law of Maximum Entropy Production.” It’s well worth watching. Swenson provides a broad overview of the phenomena of dissipative structures, why they exist, how they come to be and why they
organize to maximize entropy production.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUx_aDxTJe4
As you may have already noticed, humans are not conscious of the forces that are organizing them but self-organize into various structures to maximize the amount of energy flow for the overall system and personally. They will pursue education (RNA specialization) and use social skills to
move into the most remunerative position available. As the structure evolves the humans get locked into positions in the dissipative structure which lays claim to as many exploitable energy/resource gradients as possible. Degrees of freedom for humans are lost as they choose a career and
become a part of the dissipative structure. The universal goal is to maximize flow through the structures and obtain enough profit to reproduce the structure and grow. The loss of degrees of freedom can be seen in the Chinese social credit system in which human behavior is modified to
maximize flow, efficiency and entropy and in the reeducation of Uighurs to be assimilated into the system. But loss of freedoms is a universal development in dissipatives and will probably be seen in the United States with developments like 5G internet where consumption patterns and
behavior can be more effectively monitored and controlled.
Continued loss of freedoms and regimentation in accordance with the universal law of maximum entropy production would continue except that the system is already nearing collapse. Civilization, like a giant hurricane that has siphoned most everything it can from the environment to build
its dissipating structure and now faces the prospect of landfall, will be cut-off from its sustaining flow of energy. Disintegration will be the result. As the strictures of civilization fall away you might believe that new degrees of freedom will be won and there will be more options than simply
working a job as a specialized RNA. Unfortunately much of the energy and resource base has already been consumed and destroyed by the civilizational, dissipative structure (hurricane) thereby foreclosing on many “degrees of freedom” that were available on the way up.
Capitalism and finance has been the system best able to eliminate gradients and maximize growth and entropy. The Chinese variety may even be better suited for this endeavor than that of the West, perhaps due to the homogeneous nature of the population and willingness of citizens to be
controlled for the overall goal of growth and consumption. The practice of stealing intellectual property or DNA out of western cell lines should be expected from a dissipative structure that pursues a no-holds-barred pursuit of growth. I’m sure there’s plenty of intellectual property theft in
the West too. The system that can arrange itself to achieve the most rapid growth can also build the largest and most effective military thereby protecting itself from being plundered by other dissipatives. The current strategy in which common RNA are not warned of an impending collapse
may be to achieve a last dissipative standing status or in the case of the United States it may involve maintaining ones own fuel supply and structure while hoping that others (China/Russia) collapse first. China is being battered by tariffs, will the demonized Russia be next? Globalizing
civilization and eliminating military expenditure probably would have been the best option for an energy rich future, but it doesn’t seem that an adequate flow of energy/resources can be maintained to allow existence of seven-billion humans in an advanced civilizational structure.
The government, academia, medical establishment and the military are basically useless to affect change or warn less fortunate people in that they are well-served by the existing flows of energy and are mostly interested not creating waves so as to continue their personal draw-down from a
still intact system born from the productivity of those less favorably positioned
Charles Hugh Smith at https://www.oftwominds/blog.html has a few comments on this situation. I suppose the take-away message is that you’ve been used, you continue to be used and you will be used as this system collapses. You see, they don’t really give a damn if you get your house
payed-off or have a retirement or can afford medical care or have a livable environment, they would rather you didn’t so they can milk you until your gone. They’re increasing their distance from equilibrium while decreasing yours. Won’t do them much good in the slightly longer run as
everything will be worthless including most assets and currency.
http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2019/12/why-this-sucker-is-going-down.html
I won’t be around here much until I find a job somewhere (although I’ve said that before 🙂 ). Contact me at megacancer@outlook.com if you have any recommendations. I need to get plugged-in before this sucker goes down (or continue liquidating assets) which I would rather not do.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 11, 2019 at 4:04 pm
A pimp with a pretty and talented whore always does well in this life, James.
Easy job and you can grow your assets instead of liquidating them.
Constant demand.
Good luck! 🙂
Reply
james said:
December 12, 2019 at 10:15 am
Why have only one when you can have dozens? A teacher of mine ran a business like that (on the side) for the area’s hoi polloi. The law eventually caught up with him. I think he was doing pretty well.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 11, 2019 at 4:47 pm
Moonshine distillation should be profitable and resilient.
Reply
james said:
December 12, 2019 at 10:17 am
Mine will be named “Doomer XXX” and will be made of methyl alcohol for that final salute.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 12, 2019 at 11:04 am
1 Kg sugar makes 1 L 40 proof vodka and costs $1 at Costco. Stock up, it’ll never be cheaper.
Reply
james said:
December 12, 2019 at 11:50 am
I’ll try but tend to eat all the sugar I stock.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 11, 2019 at 6:44 pm
The entire notion of “intellectual property” is ridiculous. Made up by the west 5 minutes after they became dominate. Why not make it as fair as possible and reset the intellectual property clock starting at the beginning of civilization? A shit load of royalties would be owed to the
Sumerians descendants, since they invented writing. Hmmm will they charge per letter, word or by the book? Math – zero was invented/discovered in India & Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi founded algebra (al-jabr) & there is no scientific revolution & dominance of the west
without those & many more.
Stealing secrets is the 2nd oldest profession.
The Oldest Game
The very long history of industrial espionage.
“Industrial espionage is as ancient as industry itself—and a frequent accomplice to the rise of empires. From classical Greek cities to modern U.S. corporations, the theft of trade secrets has marked a transfer of power almost as routinely as bloodshed. The methods have switched from
old-fashioned spying to online hacks, but the motivation remains the same: winning.
In the 18th century, a rising United States was the main culprit. Alexander Hamilton stressed the need to steal European technical knowledge, while Benjamin Franklin openly encouraged British artisans to immigrate to America—and, implicitly, to bring British machinery with them.
“[M]ost of the political and intellectual elite of the revolutionary and early national generation were directly or indirectly involved in technology piracy,” writes the Fordham University historian Doron Ben-Atar in his book Trade Secrets. Today, however, the United States is the one
defending its position against other perpetrators—most notably China.”
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/04/27/the-oldest-game-industrial-espionage-timeline/
There’s also a huge list of inventors & business creators who got ripped off by corporations & scammers from their own countries & it’s still happening.
Reply
james said:
December 12, 2019 at 10:26 am
Maybe some reverse engineering is in order. If it (cheating) increases the rate of gradient dissipation it’s likely to come about – and it did.
Reply
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james said:
December 11, 2019 at 11:02 am
I’m back.
Steve Kurtz brought this to the discussion board’s attention.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p55cFT-ti-I&feature=youtu.be
I suppose they’re trying to put a positive holiday spin on things. They didn’t see the ghost of Jevons-past sitting beside them.
And here is the Bill Gates’ holiday reading list.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFKktZURpJ8
I have the exact same reindeer as seen on the mantle behind Gates on my dining table at this very moment. I don’t know what that means yet. Perhaps a message from God. I wonder if he would recommend “Megacancer” if I wrote it? Nah. Doomers need not apply.
Reply

52.

Apneaman said:
December 11, 2019 at 2:28 pm
The jokes always saved us: humour in the time of Stalin
“Stalin was out swimming, but he began to drown. A peasant who was passing by jumped in and pulled him safely to shore. Stalin asked the peasant what he would like as a reward. Realising whom he had saved, the peasant cried out: ‘Nothing! Just please don’t tell anyone I saved you!’”
https://aeon.co/ideas/the-jokes-always-saved-us-humour-in-the-time-of-stalin
Reply
james said:
December 12, 2019 at 10:35 am
“Such a joke could easily – and in Orman’s case did – lead to a 10-year spell in a forced-labour camp, where prisoners were routinely worked to death.”
I guess you should always ask if the person is a member of the NKVD or KGB before proceeding.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 12, 2019 at 12:22 pm
When I was a student, I was fortunate enough to meet a former diplomat who came to talk about Hitler and Stalin, and had actually met them.
He recalled the tense pause which came after the British ambassador to Moscow cracked a joke at a grand dinner hosted by Stalin.
It was rather good, and referred to a sensitive issue; no one among the Russians dared to laugh until Stalin, after a suitable pause for effect, roared out in merriment himself.
He didn’t say, but I imagine they watched him to see when they could safely stop laughing.
Reply
james said:
December 12, 2019 at 2:41 pm
They probably had spotters waiting for the premature laugh. No way to get the chimp out of the chimp.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 12, 2019 at 7:24 pm
Growing up in Canada during the cold war Stalin & Hitler were ONLY depicted as inhuman monsters; caricatures really & of course the never ending films of Hitler’s crazy speeches were the exclamation mark on that narrative. It was only through my own self study as
an adult that I learned they were all to human. Human monsters & so were we – Dresden, raping German women, plundering, fire bombing Tokyo & nuking Hiroshima & Nagasaki & so much more. Most of it skipped over & downplayed in history class or justified.
I still got weirdly blindsided a handful of years ago when I heard this rare recording.
Hitler Speaking Normally (Subtitles)
“Hitler talking in his everyday voice to Finnish military commander Mannerheim in 1942. The only existing recording of Hitlers normal voice.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClR9tcpKZec
Reply
james said:
December 13, 2019 at 8:37 am
They were typical nasty chimps and there are lots of them in all the tribes.
The German chimps attacked the Russian chimps and the Russian chimps smashed the German chimps while the German chimps were busy eliminating the Jewish chimps. Now the Republican chimps are fighting the Democrat chimps and both love the Israeli
chimps. It’s all chimptastic tribalism.
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 12, 2019 at 12:57 pm
I guess I should layoff with the trump mushroom penis jokes, lest seal team 6 come through my door in the middle of the night and drag me off to Guantanamo.
Reply
james said:
December 12, 2019 at 4:41 pm
They would just give you a high-five and make you honorary member of the team.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 12, 2019 at 7:24 pm
Terrifying, humans and their psychology:
https://newcriterion.com/issues/2019/10/leninthink
Reply
james said:
December 13, 2019 at 8:41 am
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgG88p7F98c
Good article.
Reply
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james said:
December 12, 2019 at 10:12 am
Nice short article on entropy:
“If this reasoning is correct, the political and the economic crisis, social disruption and, finally, failing states are nothing less than the visible aspect of the growing entropy inside our own meta-system. Eventually, global society is so large and complex and is contained in many correlated
sub-systems, and we are managing so far to concentrate entropy inside the less powerful ones: some yet problematic countries, lower classes and, especially, young people. But these phenomena produce political shifts, riots and mass migrations to the core of the system. This means that also
the elites have lost the capability to understand and/or control the internal dynamic of the global socio-economic system.”
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2016-03-07/the-other-side-of-the-global-crisis-entropy-and-the-collapse-of-civilizations/
Things like plastic in oceans and in your body, autism, obesity, lead and other contaminants and much more will/have reached a toxic level because of waste sink saturation. Carbon dioxide is only one of the more widely distributed and abundant wastes.
Reply

54.

Peter Jones said:
December 12, 2019 at 1:24 pm
As deep as Alice’s collapse knowledge is, I found it interesting that it took this chart to truly scare her:
http://energyskeptic.com/2019/net-energy-cliff-collapse-by-2030/
Reply
james said:
December 12, 2019 at 2:39 pm
Near the top of the curve is when the pond is half full of lilies. At the peak the pond is full of lilies – a massive population. A short while thereafter most of the lilies are dead. The fall may be incredibly fast since nations will likely go to war as people starve and destroy any further
production and distribution of fossil fuels.
Reply
Cynic said:
December 13, 2019 at 2:02 pm
It seems to have brought home to Alice how unavoidable and imminent it is….
Her site is truly admirable, a great debunker of Hopium and delusion.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 12, 2019 at 6:34 pm
James, last year you mentioned buying fish antibiotics online as a means to stock up with as much as one can afford at fish prices.
Americans take fish antibiotics because it’s cheaper than a visit to the doctor
A study of antibiotics marketed for fish online found user comments about human use garner nine times as much attention
https://amp.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/dec/11/fish-antibiotics-human-use-cheaper-than-doctor
I thought it was a clever plan since I don’t think my dr (any dr) would be impressed if I said to her, I’m feeling great, but can you write me a script for 500 Amoxicillin anyway so I can be prepared for the end of days?
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 12, 2019 at 7:39 pm
Anyone know a good source for cheap opioid pain killers like Hydromorphone?
Also Nembutal for when the pain is too much?
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 12, 2019 at 9:43 pm
Do up to date research on the darkweb, install & use Tor browser. Make purchase. Chances are you’ll get what you need. For Nembutal, frequent right to die sites, read FAQ, hang around, make yourself known first, then ask. Same as in the real world.
If you You can always buy some generic OTC tylenol-1’s at most pharmacy counters in BC – 8mg of codeine + 325 Tylenol + 15mg caffeine per pill. Not as strong as Rx, but 3 of them are basically equivalent to one Rx tylenol-3 = 30mg codeine + 325 Tylenol. I always have a
bottle for fibro breakout pain. If the pain is bad and a few pills & volteran gel don’t help, I do this with 10-20 pills depending on how bad the pain is.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_water_extraction
I use to do it often, but not so much since major weight loss.I managed on a mid strength synthetic opioid, Tramadol for years, but was suddenly cut off by my dr about 5 years ago when the press started to run the opiod OD & death stories which are all street fentynal & heroin.
Politics. The pressure was on & they needed to appear to be managing the epidemic, so of course they did what garnered the most PR, publicly leaned on the doctors and millions of legit chronic pain people got cut off – Look everyone, we accomplished something – opioid
prescriptions are way down – Success!. The death toll has risen dramatically every year since I was cut off. Fucking politics. This is why I just do what I need to do. In a dying society & failing system you need to TCB. Once the state fails in one area it’s not getting fixed or
going back to the way it was. Just let it go & DIY if possible.
“Behind the opioid epidemic lies a crisis of pain, but it lives largely in the shadows. Understandably, media have focused on the fatal overdoses of more than 9,000 Canadians in the past three years, the reckless over-prescription of opioids, and the devastation of family and
friends who’ve lost a loved one. It’s a more urgent and dramatic narrative than the quiet suffering of millions living with chronic pain.
But pain advocates in North America are raising the alarm. They say the number of suicides by people with debilitating chronic pain is growing. There are calls for more publicly funded treatments, such as physiotherapy and cognitive behaviour therapy, and better access to
pain-killing medication for those truly in need.
Suddenly, pain has become political, a matter of fundamental human rights. Some governments are listening. The B.C. government is drafting a chronic-pain strategy, while the federal Health Minister might soon announce a national task force on pain. But will more publicly
funded services follow?
..the executive director of Pain BC, a coalition of pain doctors, researchers and patients. “We have seen people aggressively weaned, we’ve seen people being cut off their medications completely. And we have heard from people who are turning to the illicit market to access
drugs in search of relief just out of sheer desperation. There have been documented cases of people who have overdosed and people who’ve committed suicide.”
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-theres-a-chronic-pain-crisis-in-canada-and-governments-must-address/
Irony for me is I might not have lost all the weight if I had not been cut off & pissed off. It’s to be expected. I’m ok & us Canadian plebs still have it better than most of the worlds other plebs. More to come.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
December 13, 2019 at 1:35 pm
Thanks kindly Apneaman! Very helpful. I have poked around in the past with Tor. Was hoping that maybe a simpler AliExpress like source had emerged.
Reply
james said:
December 13, 2019 at 8:46 am
You could grow a field of poppies and produce some morphine but you might want to wait until the sheriff is defrocked and becomes your number one customer. It’s great stuff when people are dying and likely will be in short supply.
Reply
james said:
December 13, 2019 at 8:44 am
If you have a life threatening infection (non-resistant variant) then they’ll save your life. Worth as much as all the gold you can hoard.
Reply
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Rob Mielcarski said:
December 12, 2019 at 8:16 pm
I love it when someone cuts through the bullshit and explains what’s going on. Something big has been going on in the repo market for a few months and I did not understand it until now. Basically the US government is borrowing more money than the market is comfortable lending. So the
central bank stepped in and printed more than $430,000,000,000 to buy 90% of the US government debt over the last 3 months. If they had not done this the interest rate would have gone up and there would have been a mushroom cloud over Wall Street. So now the question is, how long
can this continue before the monkeys become aware and scramble for safety?
https://wallstreetexaminer.com/2019/12/powell-spews-baby-poop-in-attempts-to-reassure-investors/
Reply
james said:
December 13, 2019 at 9:00 am
The negative yield bond is the answer. Convince people that if they just take a little haircut, they’ll get most of their money back in the future.
Do you see that picture at the top of the blog? That’s the pond and those little lights are the lilies. The pond is just about full. You’ll have to count your “money” in the dark.
Reply
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james said:
December 13, 2019 at 11:16 am
Dr. Peter Carter – COP25
https://youtu.be/oa13KrOvE2s
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 13, 2019 at 7:21 pm
I lmao. I love Pete’s dead pan style. It’s clearly a big Fuck Y’all to the entire charade.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 15, 2019 at 9:47 pm
I’ve only got through the first three seconds, where he’s asked “what’s the first thing you’ve observed about COP25?”
The first thing *I* observe about the COP gatherings is the immense sum that has been spent on logos and branding, signage, banners, trade-show-type booths, staging, presentation equipment, along with the acres and acres of dead-tree handouts, reports and what-have-you.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 15, 2019 at 10:04 pm
Carter is ok as far as he goes, but he still seems to be wedded to / complicit in / accepting of the idea that humans can halt the trend and politically “dial in” some temperature other than where we are headed.
I think if he stayed away from conferences like this, he’d might be less susceptible to such imaginings. We are not, and never will be, in control of what Carter calls “scenarios”.
The interviewer is right to question the “budget” notion.
I wonder why Carter keeps participating if he sees the negotiations as always having been in bad faith.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 15, 2019 at 10:31 pm
Oh, Jesus, now he is talking about the FF-burning situation as a “crime” which is “evil”.
I’ve told friends I’d be a “kinder, gentler” Pol Pot, if it were up to me.. but eliminating FF emissions—assuming that would even be effective—means pretty much nobody gets their foods and meds, nobody goes to school or university, nobody goes anywhere they can’t get by foot or
by horse.
Who, exactly, is signing up for that?
——————————A LETTER FROM A CONSTITUENT ABOUT HOW HE ADVISED HIS TEENAGE DAUGHTER ON ‘CLIMATE CHANGE’:
After our daughter of fifteen years of age was moved to tears by the speech of Greta Thunberg at the UN the other day, she became angry with our generation “who had been doing nothing for thirty years.”
So, we decided to help her prevent what the girl on TV announced of “massive eradication and the disappearance of entire ecosystems.”
We are now committed to give our daughter a future again, by doing our part to help cool the planet four degrees.
From now on she will go to school on a bicycle, because driving her by car costs fuel, and fuel puts emissions into the atmosphere. Of course it will be winter soon and then she will want to go by bus, but cycling through the freezing builds resilience.
Of course, she is now asking for an electric bicycle, but we have shown her the devastation caused to the areas of the planet as a result of mining for the extraction of Lithium and other minerals used to make batteries for electric bicycles, so she will be pedaling, or walking.
Which will not harm her, or the planet. We used to cycle and walk to school too.
Since the girl on TV demanded “we need to get rid of our dependency on fossil fuels” and our daughter agreed with her, we have disconnected the heat vent in her room. The temperature is now dropping to twelve degrees in the evening, and will drop below freezing in the winter, we
have promised to buy her an extra sweater, hat, tights, gloves and a blanket.
For the same reason we have decided that from now on she only takes a cold shower. She will wash her clothes by hand, with a wooden washboard, because the washing machine is simply a power consumer and since the dryer uses natural gas, she will hang her clothes on the clothes
line to dry, just like my parents and grandparents used to do.
Speaking of clothes, the ones that she currently has are all synthetic, so made from petroleum. Therefore on Monday, we will bring all her designer clothing to the secondhand shop.
We have found an eco store where the only clothing they sell is made from undyed and unbleached linen and jute. Also can’t have clothes made of wool, because the emissions from farting sheep are supposedly causing bad weather.
It shouldn’t matter that it looks good on her, or that she is going to be laughed at, dressing in colorless, bland clothes and without a wireless bra, but that is the price she has to pay for the benefit of The Climate.
Cotton is out of the question, as it comes from distant lands and pesticides are used for it. Very bad for the environment.
We just saw on her Instagram that she’s pretty angry with us. This was not our intention.
From now on, at 7 p.m. We will turn off the WiFi and we will only switch it on again the next day after dinner for two hours. In this way we will save on electricity, so she is not bothered by electro-stress and will be totally isolated from the outside world. This way, she can concentrate
solely on her homework. At eleven o’clock in the evening we will pull the breaker to shut the power off to her room, so she knows that dark is really dark. That will save a lot of CO2.
She will no longer be participating in winter sports to ski lodges and resorts, nor will she be going on anymore vacations with us, because our vacation destinations are practically inaccessible by bicycle.
Since our daughter fully agrees with the girl on TV that the CO2 emissions and footprints of her great-grandparents are to blame for ‘killing our planet’, what all this simply means, is that she also has to live like her great-grandparents and they never had a holiday, a car or even a
bicycle.
We haven’t talked about the carbon footprint of food yet.
Zero CO2 footprint means no meat, no fish and no poultry, but also no meat substitutes that are based on soy (after all, that grows in farmers fields, that use machinery to harvest the beans, trucks to transport to the processing plants, where more energy is used, then trucked to the
packaging/canning plants, and trucked once again to the stores) and also no imported food, because that has a negative ecological effect. And absolutely no chocolate from Africa, no coffee from South America and no tea from Asia.
Only homegrown potatoes, vegetables and fruit that have been grown in local cold soil, because greenhouses run on boilers, piped in CO2 and artificial light. Apparently, these things are also bad for The Climate. We will teach her how to grow her own food.
Bread is still possible, but butter, milk, cheese and yogurt, cottage cheese and cream come from cows and they emit CO2. No more margarine and no oils will be used for the frying pan, because that fat is palm oil from plantations in Borneo where rain forests first grew.
No ice cream in the summer. No soft drinks and no energy drinks, as the bubbles are CO2.
We will also ban all plastic, because it comes from chemical factories. Everything made of steel and aluminum must also be removed. Have you ever seen the amount of energy a blast furnace consumes or an aluminum smelter? All bad for the climate!
We will replace her memory foam pillow top mattress, with a jute bag filled with straw, with a horse hair pillow.
And finally, she will no longer be using makeup, soap, shampoo, cream, lotion, conditioner, toothpaste and medication. Facewashers will all be linen, that she can wash by hand, with her wooden washboard, just like her female ancestors did before climate change made her angry at us
for destroying her future.
In this way we will help her to do her part to prevent mass extinction, water levels rising and the disappearance of entire ecosystems.
If she truly believes she wants to walk the talk of the girl on TV, she will gladly accept and happily embrace her new way of life.
Regards,
(Name Withheld)
—————————https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/climate/letter-how-to-advise-a-teenage-daughter-on-climate-change/
Yes, this is sarcastic and reactionary, but it’s also valid. Whether coming from the place of a climate “denier” or not, nothing this non-USian says is really incorrect.
Reply
David Higham said:
December 15, 2019 at 11:36 pm
‘Bread is still possible’. Not for a ‘Bubble’ population of 7.7 billion without using fossil fuels.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 13, 2019 at 6:06 pm
Who By Very Slow Decay
[Trigger warning: Death, pain, suffering, sadness]
https://slatestarcodex.com/2013/07/17/who-by-very-slow-decay/
Reply
james said:
December 15, 2019 at 10:29 am
All of that was my experience and I’m sure others too. Glad I could keep my parents at home and with a little hydrocodone and/or morphine (hospice) to take the edge off.
Reply
Slow Paul said:
December 15, 2019 at 11:43 am
I feel exactly the same as this author. This is why it is very useful to talk openly about death and think things through before you lose your mind to dementia or you are in too much pain to think clearly. Or you will be trapped in the system where people are obsessed with “doing good”
i.e. keeping you alive at all costs.
When patients get on the organ failure treadmill there is no going back, you delay the inevitable and your existence grows more painful by the month as one organ fails after another. Your family will go tired of keeping up with your endless hospital admittances and neediness, but they
must also “do the right thing” for apperances sake.
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 16, 2019 at 8:50 am
May 2006
I had an uncle, born in 1910. in May of 2006 I found him laying on his kitchen floor. I guess he had had a stroke and had been laying there for a few days before I found him.
we got him to the hospital by the normal means, kinda normal. he was stone deaf and didn’t have a telephone. at that point, I still did not have a cell phone. anyhoo, I had to drive to the local police department and ask for an ambulance in person. they kinda looked at me strange, but
sent an ambulance to his house.
the next day I went to the hospital to check up on him. the nurses asked me if I knew him. “yes, of course. i’m his nephew.” dose he have anybody else? “not that I know of.” anyway, they call in some group of dr.’s. 4 or 5 of them standing in a row, looking concerned. they say to me:
we can’t communicate with this guy. can you? “well, sure. I guess.” the only way we can save his life is by putting in a feeding tube. but we can’t get his permission to operate. can you ask him? “sure.”
so, I get up real close to my uncle, and yell in his face: “chet (we called him “chet”), do you want an operation?” he stares back at me with a blank look in his eyes. I turned back to the dr.’s and told them, “he said no.”
they put him in a hospice bed. if I remember right, it took him 17 days to die.
Reply
james said:
December 16, 2019 at 11:59 am
Chet rest in peace.
Reply
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Apneaman said:
December 14, 2019 at 12:44 am
Yet more evidence debunking the claims the KT extinction was solely caused by an asteroid.
Earth was stressed before dinosaur extinction
Fossilized seashells show signs of global warming, ocean acidification leading up to asteroid impact
“The study, led by researchers at Northwestern University, is the first to measure the calcium isotope composition of fossilized clam and snail shells, which date back to the Cretaceous-Paleogene mass extinction event. The researchers found that — in the run-up to the extinction event — the
shells’ chemistry shifted in response to a surge of carbon in the oceans.
This carbon influx was likely due to long-term eruptions from the Deccan Traps, a 200,000-square-mile volcanic province located in modern India. During the years leading up to the asteroid impact, the Deccan Traps spewed massive amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere.
The concentration of CO2 acidified the oceans, directly affecting the organisms living there.
“The Earth was clearly under stress before the major mass extinction event,” said Andrew D. Jacobson, a senior author of the paper. “The asteroid impact coincides with pre-existing carbon cycle instability.”
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/12/191211145632.htm
http://massextinction.princeton.edu/deccan-volcanism
Reply
james said:
December 15, 2019 at 10:31 am
Can you say “bad luck” (for the existing organisms) except for the few that made it through and the ones that resulted in us.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
December 15, 2019 at 8:51 pm
Here’s the thing, though… why do we even perceive this luck as “bad” or otherwise..? Certainly no other organism is capable of doing so.
Every living thing that is born will have the bad luck of dying, which is to say it’s not luck at all: it’s a 100% probability. Dying during a mass extinction, for an individual, isn’t particularly different, materially speaking, from dying at any other point in time.
If your ancestors hadn’t made it, you’d be none the wiser.
Mark Twain: “I do not fear death. I had been dead for billions and billions of years before I was born, and had not suffered the slightest inconvenience from it.”
Reply
dave lysak said:
December 16, 2019 at 9:41 am
the most pernicious lie: it’s a good thing to be alive, a piece of active matter.
Reply
james said:
December 16, 2019 at 10:42 am
Yes, while alive you can release dopamine and opioids in your brain upon direction of the Universe. Consume today, sleep later.
Reply
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Peter Jones said:
December 16, 2019 at 11:48 am
Speaking of lies, Dave Pollard has another fascinating post at http://www.howtosavethe world.ca
An excerpt:
Religions, corporations and states have succeeded, he says, because their champions and leaders are able to use disinformation to arrogate power into vast hierarchies where their intimidated followers are ‘persuaded’ to proxy (delegate) their sensemaking to the leaders, and end up incapable
of doing their own sensemaking well. Power is seductive, addictive and corrupting. Three kinds of disinformation are used: Information that is not true, information that is not truthful (where the propagators don’t believe it themselves), and information that is not representative (where the
propagators are misleadingly selective in what they do and don’t disclose). When we’re surrounded by more and more dubious information, we are forced to proxy ever more of our sensemaking to those we trust, and to align ourselves (for safety) with others who proxy their sensemaking to
the same authorities. Even worse, as this information becomes increasingly suspect, we lose the ability to trust others altogether, and our society fragments and has to be held together through heightened disinformation and fear.
Reply
james said:
December 16, 2019 at 12:10 pm
I think leaders do this a lot. They manufacture consent with fictions and stories to get the tribe to act in unison or behave in certain ways, “We have to give them a reason, how about a false flag sir.”
Reply
Apneaman said:
December 16, 2019 at 3:03 pm
I like Dave, but I disagree. Not with “the rise of our complex civilization corresponded to a rise in disinformation”, just the, it did not have be that way claims. Nature is rife with deception & not only do the humans device each other, but to a greater extent they deceive themselves –
“I WANT TO BELIEVE!!
Caveat Emptor, except most are not aware & seem to go to great lengths not to be.
Deception and trickery are rife in natural world, scientist says in new book
https://phys.org/news/2016-02-deception-trickery-rife-natural-world.html
I like to use this video clip as an analogy. It can represent what happens to plebs at a Trump rally or any TV commercial or what has happened to me when I’ve ‘fallen’ (more than once) for a very attractive woman with as much or more baggage than me.
https://youtu.be/ODEUK5sB5vE
Reply
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